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I. Introduction

This report is concerned with the evaluation of two methods

of instruction used in a college physics course at Cornell University.

The two methods are audio-tutorial instruction and lecture-recitation-

laboratory instruction. The evaluation was conducted during the aca-

demic year 1973-74.

Thi research program investigated a number of related areas:

1. The effects of the two methods of instruction on levels

of student achievement and on student attitudes toward the course.

2. Longer term effects of the two methods in terms of

achievement and areas of interest subsequent to the course.

3. Characteristics of the major components of the two me-

thods of instruction, i.e., lecture, recitation, and learning center

instruction.

Following a description of the course, the methods of la-

struction, and the methods of assigning students, these three areas

will be considered in detail. The report concludes with guidelines

for the use of audio-tutorial instruction and lecture-recitation-

laboratory instruction.

A number of persons at Cornell University have made signifi-

cant contributions to this research. In particular, David Macklin of

the Center for Improvement of Undergraduate Education has contributed

to every phase of the work. Stephen Brock, also of the Center for

Improvement of Undergraduate Education, served as project director.

Walter Federer and Jason Millman provided advice on experimental de-

sign and statistical analysis. Donald Lickason, Donald Burgett, and

Barbara Hirshfeld assisted by providing student aptitude test informa-

tion. Patricia Musick, Catherine Clark, and William Lovejoy per-

formed invaluable service as observers of instruction. The Division

of Basic Studies of the College of Engineering, and the faculty,

teaching assistants, and students in Physics 112 cooperated with the

research project despite the occasional inconvenience it entailed.

1
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The Course

The course in question, P112, Mechanics and Heat, is a one-semester

freshman level physics course offered to approximately five hundred and

fifty five engineering and physics majors each spring semester. In 1974

97% of the students were freshmen, 91% were males, and 90% or more were

enrolled in engineering.

The subject matter of the course included classical mechanics,

special relativity. and heat. The course textbook was Fundamentals

of Physics by David Halliday and Robert Resnick. This text was supple-

mented by notes on relativity written by the course professor, Jay Orear.

The Methods of Instruction

The course was offered to students via one cf two methods or

treatments -- a lecture-recitation-laboratory (s.'-ank:ard) method of

instruction, and an audio-tutorial (a.t.) method. The content of the

instruction was similar in the two methods. In adaition, students in

both had the same homework assignments, the same _ab assignments., and

identical quizzes and examinations. Therefore the difference in treat-

ments was primarily one of instructional method, rather than of content,

assignments, or examinations.

The standard method of instruction included two hours of lecture

and two hours of recitation per week, aid a two-hour laboratory every

other week. (Lecture and recitation are described in more detail in

part IV B.) On the average, twenty six students were assigned to each

recitation section and twelve to each lab section. Recitations and labor-

atories were taught by faculty members and graduate teaching assistants.

The audio-tutorial method included one hour of recitation per

week. This hour of group instruction was included primarily to provide

an opportunity for group interaction, as well as student contact with

one particular instructor and an opportunity for testing. In the audio-

tutorial method, all other instruction took place at the student's

convenience in a learning center. The learning center was staffed by

tutors forty-seven hours per week. Materials available in the learning

5
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cvater d.emonraLLua ..p?tratu,4 f r .;A_F-C.muusLrations,

laboratory equipment, .audio -tape commentaries, and slides. The taped

commentaries and slides were coordinated with a study-guide developed

by the author and Professor John Silcox. Audio tape-slide-study guide

sequences were intended in particular to assist students in learning

to solve physics problems. (The students' usage of the learning center

is described in Part IVA.)

Methods of Assigning Students to Treatments

The research involved an experimental design intended to answer

questions related to:

1. the methods of instruction (audio-tutorial or standard)

2. the procedures of assigning students to methods of in-

struction.

The two methods have already been described. The two procedures

of assigning individual students to these methods were (a) random assign-

ment, (b) assignment according to student preference.

Thus our eNperimental design can be diagrammed as follows:

Random

Preference

Audio-tutorial Standard

In detail, the students were assigned as follows:

Each enrolled student was assigned to one of twenty-two recitation

sections. Students were assigned to sections at a given class hour on

the basis of their other scheduled classes and their personal preferences.

The fifteen sections scheduled at four of the class hours were then se-

lected for inclusion in the study. (These four class hours were selected

because three or more sections were scheduled at each of these hours.)

Eight of these sections became standard recitation sections. Seven be-

came audio-tutorial recitation sections.
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At two of the four class hours included in the study, students

were randomly assir,ned to treatments and to recitation sections within

the treatments. At the other two hours, students were assigned to

treatments on the basis of their preferences as e;:pressed on a question-

naire administered at class meetings during the first week of the

semester. Within each of these two hours, students were then randomly

assigned to specific sections within the preferred treatment. In 1974

the result of these procedures was the formation of four audio-tutorial

random (ATL sections, four standard random (STR) sections, three audio-

tutorial preference (ATP) sections, and four standard preference (STP)

sections, as indicated in the following diagram.

Random

Preference

Audio-tutorial Standard

4 4

.111.1a

3 4

Eight teachers, including two faculty members and six graduate

students, taught these fifteen sections. Seven teachers taught one

audio-tutorial and one standard section each One graduate student taught

two standard sections, only one of which was included in the study.

We turn now to consideration of the three areas of research re-

ferred to in the Introduction.

* At each of these hours, some students were assigned to a method

contrary to their preference in order to balance class sizes. These 23

students are not included in the subsequent analyses.
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A. Student Achievement

In considering the achievement of the students, we conceptual-

ized the problem aq one of possible trait-treatment interactions. That

is, we determined whether student characteristics such as aptitudes or

previous achievement predicted greater achievement in one method (treat-

ment) than in the other. The resOts of research completed early in

this project indicated that in f such an interaction existed when the

course Wa2 offered in the Spring semester, 1973. In that case, two

"traits" were important -- achievement in math, and math aptitude. Stated

briefly, the 1973 results were as follows.

Students with very high math aptitude (SAT Math scores of 725

or higher) and high math achievement on a course-specific pretest, had

higher predicted grades in the standard method than did comparable stu-

dents in the audio-tutorial method. Students with relatively low math

aptitude (SAT Math scores of 625 or lower) and low math achievement, had

higher predicted grades in the audio-tutorial method than did their

counterparts in the standard method. Predicted grades of students hav-

ing traits in the intermediate range of math aptitude and achievement

did not differ significantly in the two methods. These research findings

and the research design used in 1973 are described in detail in the ac-

companying paper, "A Trait-Treatment Interaction in a College Physics

Course" (Appendix A). However, there are two points to be added to this

report. The first is that math achievement was a more important trait

in this research than was mathematical aptitude. That is, the math pre-

test scores accounted for a greater proportion of the variance in the

grades than did the SAT math levels. The second point is that within

the audio - tutorial' method there were differences in achievement between

the students assigned randomly and those assigned according to their

preference. When math aptitude and math achievement were taken into

account, audio-tutorial students who had been assigned randomly had sig-

nificantly higher achievement than those assigned according to their

preference. This result is suggested in Table 3 of the Trait-Treatment

- 5 -



Interaction paper nnd was verified by means of a Johnson Neyman ana-

lysis of the interaction.

When the cour.L;e VA.: offered in the Spring se ester 1974, we

sought to determine whether the results of the previous year would be

reproduced. To this end, we did not reveal these results to avy of

the course instructors other than the faculty member who had directed

the course in 1973. We also tried to maintain fairly similar conditions

in the course by again having each teacher teach a section in both methods,

by having uniform quizzes, homework and exams, and so forth. However,

changes beyond our control did occur. The major ones were as follows:

(1) a different faculty member directed the course and lectured to the

"standard" students than in the previous year; (2) the two interim exams

were one and a half hours long instead of one hour; (3) the exams were

constructed primarily by the course professor rather t'ian by committees

of instructors; (4) the lecturers utilized an "Instant Response System"

which allowed the professor to learn student responses to questions by

means of push-buttons at the students' chairs; (5) furthermore, the size

of the course was decreased somewhat and the range of student abilities

was thereby diminished because more students of high math aptitude and

achievement had been encouraged to take the course during the previous

term.

These changes are impor.ant in terms of comparing the research

conducted in 1973 with that conducted in 1974. Taking each change in

order:

(1) The change in professor decreased the degree of coordina-

tion between methods because the professor who gave the lectures in 1973

was one of the developers of the audio-tutorial material and the newly

assigned professor had no experience with the audio-tutorial method of

instruction. (This change may also have affected the difficulty level

of the lectures. I believe that the professor in 1974 directed the lec-

ture to students having lower ability levels than did the professor in

1973.)

* I am gratefu7 to Lee J. Cronbach for pointing out this effect.

9



(2) Mc lottget. 0.iaLtittatiott Li;:te period p:obahly rL2sul-,;ed 1,1

(to.roat.od thilo pros:,nro in th exaw,i in 1974 rolttive to 1973.

0) flw to t_Fo f.-01 that 070:A M3 wre prilvtrily colmtructed

by ove individual in 1974 and by committes in 1973, the exams in 1974

appear to have been more homogeneous and to have veasurod a narrower

range (If student 'corning than did those in 1973.

(4) The "instant response system" has been found by Professor

R. Littauer
1
at Cornell to lead to increased student interest and to

maintain higher levels of student attendance at lectures.

(5) The decreased range of student abilities affected both

what was required of instructors in the classroom as well as the level

of significance of statistical results.

These differences have been included here to help point out the

difficulties inherent in attempting to reproduce a study of teaching,

and to put in perspective the results of the 1974 research concerning

achievement.

In 1974, the research concerning student achievement indicated

major differences between the effects of random and preference assignment

procedures:

(1) Among students who were randomly assigned to the methods

there was a minor indication of an interaction similar to that found the

previous year. That is, students who had higher math achievement did

slightly better in the standard method than in the audio-tutorial method.

Those with lower math achievement did slightly better in the audio-

tutorial method than in the standard. However the difference in the

slopes of regression lines and therefore the interaction that was ob-

tained were not statistically significant. Furthermore, math aptitude as

measured by SAT math scores was not highly related to grade in either

method for randomly assigned students. (Please see Figure 1.)

1) R. Littauer, "Instructional Implications of a Low-Cost Electronic

Student Response System," Educational Technoloa, XII (Oct., 1972), 69.
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In combination with the 1973 resulta, thos,, resells indicat,a

thal thore may n t.,,a,leny to a trait-treatment interaction for the

stnn+tra nfll audio -t: ut..rInI ms2tlioth-1 Ana that t!1 t tendency urly ha re-

inforcod to greater or lesser degrees under different course conditions

and with different course in4tructors.

(2) -1.oug :;tudents as3igned by preference, those who se-

lected the standard method clearly achieved higher final grades than
*

did those who selected the audio-tutorial method. Using the Johnson-

Neyman technique to detect regions of significant differences between

treatments, we compared the predicted grades for the audio-tutorial

preference and the standard preference students. We obtained the fol-

lowing results:

a. For the range of student traits in our sample, the

predicted grade was higher in every case for the standard preference

group.

b. For a range of SAT Math values of about 630-670, the

predicted grades were significantly higher in the standard preference

group (level of significance = .05). (Note that these SAT math values

are the actual scores received by the students, rather than levels as

reported in 1973.)

These results are sketched in Figure 2. Statistics are given

ln Table 1. In Figure 2 the criline is the line indicating equal pre-

dicted grades in the two treatments. Above this line, predicted grades

are higher in the standard preference group. Below this line, predicted

grades are higher in the a.t. preference group. Due to the fact that

no students had SATM scores which fell below the on i line, the standard

preference treatment had higher predicted grades than the a.t. preference

treatment for all students in the population. In addition, for an ellip-

tical region bounded by SATM scores of 630 to 670, predicted grades were

significantly higher in the standard preference treatment than in the

a.t. preference treatment (level of significance .05). Thus the

* Note that the preference students who were assigned to a method con-

trary to their preference are not included in these and subsequent

analyses. However such students were included in the 1973 analysis.
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Table 1

Blsie Srri:ric for John!lon-Noymqa Anl y3is

Trea:ments

Regression

Audio-tutorial Preference

N
1
= 52

!,,andard Preference

N
2
= 88

Equations z = 14.283+.527x-.012y u = 16.201+.516x-.017y

xi 2.50 x2 2.68

Means 4/ 689.6 y2 = 674.0

.0 7.04 u = 6.23

Crx' 1.67 0;e1 - 1.71

Standard Cy' 54.6 TY" a 54.8

Deviations
3.22

d
u 3.19

rxy,
- -.437 rxy" -.530

Correlation
r
xz +.365

r
xu .430

Coefficients
yz = -.329

r
Yu = -.436

x = errors on math pretest

y = math SAT score

z = final grade in the audio-tutorial preference treatment

u ---. final grade in the standard preference treatment
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performance of the stAudard prefc.rence students titpased that of the

a.t. prer.nc, stu,111 Tt N; or itiLe1o:4 to note that tho a.t. drk

feronce student., recoked grades In their other (-ours .s which woxe

lower than the grades achieved by each of the three other groups of

students, (standard preference, a.t. random, and standard random). Thus

lower performance in P112 was not counterbalanced by higher performance

in other classes.

Assuming that there were no systematic differencoR between stu-

dents given the random or preference assignment procedures, the dif-

ference in course grades between a.t. preference and standard prefer-

ence students and the lack of such differences within the randomly as-

signed groups require an explanation. It apparently is to be found in

terms of the motivation of the students who selected the a.t. method.

First of ail, what were these students like in relation to those who chose

the standard method?

From the initial questionnaire we learnt

Twelve of the fifty-two (23%) who chose a.t. and stayed with

their choice had taken two or more years of high school physics, nine

of the ninety (10%) who chose standard had also taken two or more years

of high school physics. Fifty of the fifty-two (96%) who chose a.t. said

that they would succeed well or very well a science course without

pressures from teachers or other students. Only fifty-nine of the ninety

(66%) who chose standard so stated.

Twenty-eight of the fifty-two (54%) who chose a.t. thought P112

would be difficult, whereas sixty-three of the ninety (70%) who chose

standard thought P112 would be difficult or very difficult.

None of the students who chose a.t. was registered in Math 191,

whereas eight, standard students were registered in this math course.

Math 191, a course taught in an "exam tutorial", self-paced format, is

usually a prerequisite to enrollment in P112. Apparently students who

were behind in mathematics and who may have faltered in the non-traditional

mode of instruction in M191 did not choose the audio-tutorial method in

P112.
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ln regard to their prevtous o7,:pt-trience in science and math

tflpt;%, 0,tty th Fat., t,.,ro (15) who a.t. thought rL,--

citation; had 11(en vpr/ iii the past. In contrast, thirty-nino

of thu niin (43Z) standard 3tudents thought recitations had been

very helpful.

As far as math achievement and aptitude are concerned, those

who chose a.t. did slightly better on the math pretest (2.5 errors vs.

2.7) and had higher average math SAT scores (690 vs. 674). Mean SAT

math scores, math pretest scores, and final grades are given for each

treatment group in Table 2.

As far as students' experiences in P112 are concerned, on a final

questionnaire students reported the following:

Seven of the forty-five a.t. students responding (16%) said

they stopped regularly attending the learning center by the fourth week

of the course. None of the seventy-four responding students in the

standard preference sections claimed to have stopped attending lecture

that early in the semester.

A.t. preference students appear to have spent fewer hours in

the learning center than a.t. random students. Moreover, twenty-four

of forty-four a.t. preference students (55%) said that they did not re-

gularly attend the learning center. The proportion in the a.t. random

groups was fourteen out of forty-four (32%).

A.C. preference students said they spent about five hours

per week outside class on P112, vs. 8.6 hours for standard preference

students.

As far as achievement is concerned:

The standard preference students had a considerably higher

average grade on the first prelim than did those who chose a.t. Other

test grades did not differ significantly.

Finally, as mentioned earlier, the a.t. preference students

had slightly lower grade point averages in their other courses than

standard preference students.
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The picture which omerge., of tits' "proL,?..,..ace"

tho audio-tutoritl m':.thod is tat of it Fairly confident ffoup of stiLdcats

with a fairb good proparltion in phyAc:I. noroover they apparently had

not touud focmat clas::rowa instruction particularly o,;eful la scionc- nnJ

math courl:os in the past. They :,elected the a. t. method but in many cme,

made very little wie of the available materials. Perhaps they put too

much faith in their preparation in physics, as indicated by the low score,;

on the first test which mainly emphasized material treated in high school

physics classes.
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B. Siue:ut Attitudes

S:u to,:Ard tbv aodio-tutortal and standard mthods

us.kl in 1'112 CV.: tt d ill a titIC:41 it/110;1i r complcti,d

students at their last recitation meeting of the semastur. This pro-

cedure wa,; followed in 1973 and in 1974. The questionnaires used in

1973 and in 1974 were similar in construction, involving evaluations

of various aspects of the course and of the methods of instruction,

as well as ratings of instructors.

In order to determine student attitudes toward the methods of in-

struction, two fairly global statements were included in each question-

naire. Students were asked to indicate the extent of their agreement

with each statement by indicating either strongly disagree, disagree,

neither agree nor disagree, agree, or strongly agree. The statements

are as follows (with the appropriate method indicated in each case):

1) In general, I have been satisfied with the audio-tutorial

(standard) method of instruction used in P112

2) I am glad I took the a.t. (standard) version of P112

rather than the standard (a.t.) version.

Student responses to these two statements are reported in Table 3

for both 1973 and 1974.

In general students tended to indicate greater agreement with the

second statement than the first statement. That is, some students indi-

cated that they were not satisfied with the method they received, but

that they nonetheless were glad they took that method rather than the

other method.

As far as assignment procedures are concerned, preference groups

uniformly indicated greater agreement with both statements in both years

than did random groups.

As far as methods of instruction are concerned, audio-tutorial stu-

dents indicated greater agreement with the second statement in 1973

than in 1974. Standard students' opinions did not shift significantly

from 1973 to 1974.
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Stir.Tla I. In T have boon satUfiod with the audio-turori:Il

(standard) method of

Year Group Total N

instruction used in P112.
Percentage of Responses

Agree/Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree/Strongly
Disagree

1973 ATR 51 41 16 43

ATP 38 53 18 29

STR 93 43 31 26

STP 73 50 25 25

1974 ATR 44 30 27 43

ATP 44 57 9 34

STR 52 35 25 40

STP 69 55 17 28

Statement 2. I am glad I took the a.t. (standard) version of P112

rather than the standard (a.t.) version.

1973 ATR 52 48 27 25

ATP 37 70 11 19

STR 93 59 26 15

STP 74 67 23 10

1974 ATR 44 39 20 41

ATP 44 57 14 29

STR 53 62 28 10

STP 69 75 16 9

* Only those students who had initially preferred the method they were

assigned to were included in the totals for preference groups. Students

assigned to preference groups contrary to their preference tanded to be

very negative about the methods they received.
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Standird and audfe-rutorial steL:ents did not difer in the p.iLtern

of their 1-.,,on;,s to sLltet,ent I either in 1973 or in 197. Chan:;:?s

which occurred in rL:;ponso:; to startI:eta 1, consisted in lvr;s rIL,,roorent

with the statement among randomly assigned audio-tutorial and standard

students in 1974 compared with 1973.

Responses to statement 2 indicated fairly similar resDonses

audio-tutorial and standard students in 1973. limever there was de-

creased agreement with the statement among audio-tutorial students in

1974 relative to 1973 and slightly increased agreement among standard

students in 1974 relative to 1973.

In summary:

1) Students assigned by preference expressed more positive atti-

tudes toward the method they received than did students assigned by ran-

dom procedures.

2) Audio-tutorial and standard students tended to be equally

satisfied with the method they used (Statement 1).

3) In 1974, but not in 1973, standard students were more likely

than audio-tutorial students to say that they were glad to have taken

their method of instruction (Statement 2).

The greater disaffection with instructional method among audio-

tutorial students may have been due to problems experienced in 1974 in

coordinating the two methods of instruction, to increased problems with

the availability of laboratory apparatus, to personnel changes, or to

other causes.

In summary, therefore, we have learned that student achievement did

not differ in 1974 among audio-tutorial random and standard random stu-

dents. However, achievement was higher for standard preference students

than for audio-tutorial preference students. In combination with the

finding that in 1973 achievement was significantly higher for audio-

tutorial random students than for audio-tutorial preference students,

one has reason to question the advisability of allowing students to

choose a method of instruction.



La rty,ard to .4ttitude, W hd,re found toat iu.;ent.s .1zutigne4 by

u2ro rore smisfied with the itletho,1 of instrlIction

recviv,r! tt%in woir. T%111(lot.ily ossignoa studerits. Furthorrorc, in 1974

audie-tutcLial e.t,idont:; wore more likely to Say they would have pro-

forrod the Aternative nvihud thaa were staudard students.



Lonoitudinal Study of Stuleat Ahieveat.

la order to detkLmine wh,:t1,or tht.!te were 1on,7yr-fanfw effect:; of

the differc.aces in methods of instruction, we onalyzed the progress of

the eninvering stud,-Ints in the l'.)7; sample (zihoul 9(r co the s.mple). We

looked at the student s in the a. t. and standard random sections (Ala

and STR), and those in the a.t. and standard preference sections

(ATP and STP). As in the research reported in Appendix A, we included

only those students in the random sections who had been originally

assigned to the recitation which they continued in, and only those pre-

ference students who actually obtained the method they preferred and

and who did not transfer sections. Students who dropped P112 or trans-
*

ferred sections were excluded. We sought to determine: 1) whether

these groups of students enrolled in the same selection of engineering

courses; 2) whether there were any negative effects of the audio-

tutorial method students returned to a lecture-recitation-lab

format in their science courses; and 3) whether audio-tutorial and

standard students had different attrition rates in later semesters.

A word is in order about the typical pattern of courses for sopho-

more engineering students at Cornell. Usually these students take one

physics course (P213) in the first semester and two (P214 and P216) in

the second. They also take two engineering courses each semester,

usually from a selection of seventeen "basic studies" courses. We found

however, that the approximately 240 engineering students in our sample

who enrolled as sophomores enrolled in a total of 35 different engin-

eering courses, including some upper division courses. On the other

hand, only six engineering courses had substantial numbers of these

students enrolled. These six courses were:

Computer Science 202 (Computers and Programming)

Engineering 9160 (Introductory Probability)

Engineering 4210 (Introduction to Electrical Systems)

Engineering 1021 (Mechanics of Solids)

* See p. 6 of Appendix A.
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P;Apert Les of :1,itorial.-4)

En..-,tn2t.,rivw, 16'31 Clutrodu('tivl to TIk.rrnodyarac.;)

Peretqua ; of th,. st.fldeuts from each rvsearch group in each of 1,11,2se.

courses are indicated in Table 4. It is apparent that there were no

drastic differences in enrollment patterns from the four resear!,

Table 4. Enrollment in Engineering
(Percentage of Groups)

Course ATR

Courses

ATP STR STP

Computers and Programming 29 33 33 30
(202)

Introductory Probability 73 50 66 61

(9160)

Introduction to Electrical Systems 63 70 58 58

(4210)

Mechanics of Solids 51 47 57 64

(1021)

Mechanical Properties of Materials 25 20 31 24

(6261)

Introduction to Thermodynamics 29 33 22 28

(3631)

Numbers in groups 51 30 86 74

Before turning to the achievement of the engineering students in

engineering and physics courses, four po! .ts should be noted:

1) The STR group included 96 engineering students in Spring

1973, and the ATR group included 57. This standard random grog, had

somewhat higher SAT math scores and somewhat lower math achievement

scores than the a.t. random group. As attrition occurred during the

next two semesters, these relationships were maintained.

2) The ATP group included 37 engineering students in Spring

1973 and the STP group included 83. This standard group had lower SAT

math and math achievement scores than the a.t. preference group. As

attrition occurred, the math achievement and the SAT math differences

continued through Spring 1974 although the differences became attenuated.
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1) Holl ;17,1,!..1,*; ha."

crii leant 12 lower aver,t;w wad..s in ch:in did tlte'.:0 i the a.t.

The' audio-tutorial prelerenco engineerim?, students had re-

ceived slightly lower grAdc:: in P112 than did those in the stand:Ird

preference group and ::ignilicaaLly lower grades than did those in

the a.t. random group.

4) Finally, one must caution that it is somewhat risky to compare

performance of the groups of students in the engineering courses be-

cause assignment to these courses was not random.

The only clear pattern which emerged from an analysis of student

grades in these six engineering courses is that students from the stan-

dard random group had the lowest average grades in five of the six

courses (that is, all but Engineering 1021 -- Mechanics of Solids).

In regard to physics courses, there was no apparent difference in

the (small) numbers of engineering students from the four groups who

enrolled in the nonors version of these courses. In regard to the vny-

sics courses taken by most engineering students we obtained the follow-

ing results:

Random sections: in P213 (Electricity and Magnetism), stu-

dents in the standard random group received lower average scores than

those in the a.t. random group. Nine students from the standard random

group did not re-enroll in the subsequent semester. In P214 (Optics,

Waves, and Particles) and P216 (Laboratory), there were no large differ-

ences in average grades.

Preference sections: In P213 there was no difference in aver-

age grades; in P214 the standard preference students had substantially

higher grades than the a.t. preference students. In P216 the standard

preference students had somewhat higher grades than the a.t. preference

students.

Further, we analyzed the overall performance of the four groups

of engineering students in their sophomore year. As the measure of overall

achievement, we calculated the product of each student's grade point
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ti ih LL.'i t I 1111.1)er ' CI 11J 10 11. IL

co, vAllh;; product:; for till., Fail ;f.Nc.Le.r 1973

and the Scria.7; 1914, we ohtainA Lite foLlowLng ro:n!Lts:

Duting the `;.'aster of the :.,00ii11t11or,.! year, ;;LI:!3t- f ro-1

the a.t. rartdom 6o:tions had soroowhat highor nchi..w,ament than stan-

dard random stuJentA. However after the attrition of nine of the

standard random students and only one of the a.t. random students,

there was little difference in the achievement of students from the

two groups. On the other hand, during both semesters the standard

preference students had higher achievement than the a.t. preference

students.

Summarizing the course achievement results, it is clear that the

randomly assigned audio-tutorial students performed at least as well

as (and generally better than) the randomly assigned standard students

in their subsequent courses. However, among students assigned by pre-

ference, the standard students performed somewhat better in some courses

than did their audio-tutorial counterparts. That is to say, the rela-

tions among the P112 grades of these groups of students were reproduced

to some degree in their later courses. Audio-tutorial random students

out-performed standard random students; standard preference students

out-performed a.t. preference students. We believe therefore that the

audio-tutorial students as a whole were not adversely affected when

they returned to lecture-recitation-lab format courses.

Finally, we will consider attrition rates of engineering students

in each of these four groups. Please refer to Table 5 for the number

of students in each of these four groups during each of the three

semesters.
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Tablo 5

Numbr of Students in Groups

SeNer ATP, ATP STR STP

Spring '73 57 37 96 83

Fall '73 51 30 86 74

Spring '74 50 27 77 72

attrition 7/57 10/37 19/96 11/83

% attrition 12% 27% 20% 13%

Thus the rate of attrition among a.t. random students was lower than

among standard random students; a higher rate of attrition occurred

among a.t. preference students than among standard preference students.

Therefore rates of attrition were higher for those groups which had

lower achievement in P112 (ATP, STR). Neither method was superior in

regard to rates of attrition.

Summarizing the longitudinal study:

1) The audio-tutorial and standard students enrolled in the

same selection of engineering courses;

2) There were no apparent differences in achievement favoring

the standard students in relation to the audio-tutorial students;

3) Audio-tutorial and standard students had approximately equal

rates of attrition.



IV. Observations of instruction

This section 1:-; composial of Lwo Thc. fin 't deals wit;! ob

servations of lelrain,; center instruction. The second deals with

obserw:tions of recitations and of lectures. Observations were con-

ducted to delineate the characteristics of the two methods of in-

struction and thereby to make concrete the referent of this study

and to increase its generalizability to other situations.

A. Learning Center Observations

The purpose of the observation of students and of tutors in the

audio-tutorial learning center was to delineate Lhe proportion of time

students and tutors spent in the many kinds of activities available in

the learning center. To this end we developed a fairly simple obser-

vation instrument and trained an observer in its use. (Please see

Figure 3).

The instrument was used as follows:

During a period of 62 hours (distributed throughout the semester

and representing each time.period and day of week approximately equally),

the observer made notations of the activities of the students and of the

tutor. That is to say, every five minutes she noted how many students

were engaged in each activity in Part I of the instrument, and which

activity in Part .2 the tutor was engaged in.

The results were analyzed as follows:

1) In terms of the total number and percentage of students en-

gaged in each activity under Part 1, both for the whole semester and

for each of seven time periods during the semester;

2) In terms of the percentage of time spent by the tutors in

each activity under Part 2;

3) In terms of the differences in time spent by the various

tutors in each activity under Part 2.

4) We also used the count of students present in the learning

center during the observations to estimate the total number of hours

students spent in the center. This number was then ccmpared with that

obtained from tutor reports and from students' own accounts.

25-
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Fir,ure 3

Id.:trning Ct!nt(!r (6servz,!tionA

(1) Studv.nt work

1. discussion of course materials
2. performing or looking ac, a demonstration

3. filling out a unit evaluation sheet
4. viewing a film loop
5. doing homework
6. doing lab work
7. doing miscellaneous, non-course work, etc.
8. taking a pre-test
9. doing a lab report
10. waiting to talk to tutor
11. reading text

Study Guide Work

12. reading objectives
13. working on portions other than problems
14. just listening to tape
15. looking at slide and listening to tape
16. looking at suggestion slide
17. working out problem solution
18. looking at solution slide
19. checking or correcting one's own solution
20. copying solution without attempting problem first

21. taking or checking a self-test
22. referring to checklist

(2) Tutor-Student work, or tutor alone

1. tutor alone at desk or elsewhere, not in contact
with students or equipment

2. discussion of course material
3. helping student with demonstration
4. tutor fixing equipment
5. discussion of homework
6. helping with lab activity
7. discussing miscellaneous, non-course topics
8. discussing a quiz
9. helping with lab report
10. walking around learning center, seeking questions
11. out of room
12. on phone
13. listening to tape recording
14. at blackboard
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1. Stu,l,ofit AtLvitie!,;.

to mtl, 4/94 notlruus were mid' to describe individual student's

actLvitios. E-ich not:ition referred to the activity of a single stu-

deut. The Liajor activities con prising 827, of the total were as ful lows:

(see Figut.:! 4)

1) 26% = lab work (#6)

2) 20% = working out problem solutions in study guide (1/17)

3) 15% = listening to tape recordings (#14)

4) 10% = doing miscellaneous, non-course work, entering or

leaving the room, etc. (#7)

5) 6% = discussion of course materials (gene:ally with tutor)(#1)

6) 5% = looking at a slide giving a solution to a problem in

the study guide (#18).

The observations of student aetivWes were also analyzed for each of

seven time periods during the semester. These periods were as follows:

1) Feb. 4-10 = first week

2) Feb. 11-19 = period immediately prior to first prelim

3) Feb. 20 - Mar. 8

4) Mar. 9-24

5) Mar. 25 - Apr. 2 = period immediately prior to second prelim

6) Apr. 3-23

7) Apr. 24 - May 16 = end of semester

As Figure 5 indicates, there was a greater amount of student time spent on

activities in the study guide relative to that spent on lab activities

prior to each prelim and the final exam. The figures also indicate a de-

crease in the average number of students present in the learning center as

the semester progressed. These findings are in accord with informal ob-

servations of the learning center.

20
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2. Tutor Activities.

EleAcn per.;00,.:; S.,,rVed ;13 lenralng center tutonl. Thes-i iocludc.d

seven instructors (two faculty members and five physics graduzitc student:)

who taught audio-tutorial and standard mcitatioa sect run; threA! graduate!

siqdents who taught standard lab and graded audio-tucorial students' lab

reports, and a faculty member who had helped to develop the audio-

tutorial materials (Dr. Ott.)

One tutor was scheduled in the learning center at each hour of its

operation. However, occasionally a second tutor would also be present.

Thus there were 658 tutor activities noted during 619 observation periods.

The major activities comprising 87% of the total were as follows: (See

Figure 6):l) 33% m tutor alone at desk or elsewhere, not in contact with

students or equipment (#1)

2) 31% m tutor discussing course material [with a studentl( #2)

3) 14% = tutor walking around learning center, seeking

questions ( #10)

4) 9% = tutor helping students with lab activity (#6)

3. Differences Among Teachers.

The various tutors behaved quite differently in the learning center.

Four tutors spent about half the observed time completely out of contact

with students (#1). Two spent about half the time discussing course ma-

terial (#2). Two spent about 20% of the observed time helping students

with lab (#9) and three spent about 30% or more of the time walking around

the learning center seeking questions (#10).
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Niuk,;;om and Naxiwia totai 0!).ivrv.?!d tie

vidual tlICOV::: in each activity in Part 2 of the infitrurAeat

wore z!s

Tutor Activities Minimum Maximum

tutor alone at desk or elsewhere, not in 10% 55%

contact with students or equipment

2) discussion of course material

3) helping student with demonstration

4) tutor fixing equipment

5) discussion of homework

6) helping with lab activity

7) discussing miscellaneous, non-course topics

8) discussing a quiz

9) helping with lab report

20 51

0 2

o 22

0 4

4 24

0 13

0 0

0 0

10) walking around learning center, seeking 2 36

questions

11) out of room 0 8

12) on phone 0 4

13) listening to tape recording 0 7 (only one
tutor re-

14) at blackboard 0 3 presented)

4. Number of Student Hours in Learning Center.

An estimate was obtained of the average number of students present

in the learning center during the observation periods. That number is

4794 students/619 five-minute observation periods, or 7.74 students/

observation period.

On the basis of counts made by the tutors of the number of students

present at each hour in the learning center, the average number of students

present was 6.78 -- in good agreement with that obtained by the observer.
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Yho number,-; out:ast wLth the lotal uuuber of hourA roper-red

by studynt,; oo U. c,,rd.:" -,:hi 'h they wore to ctn each

t11;:y worked in the EL:train center. The: totaled 2725 hours for 140

stadoutt;. Averaged over the approximately 640 hour:, in which the learning

center was open, one obtains only 4.3 students/hour on the basis of "time

card" reports. Thus students apparently failed to record about one third

of the hours they spent in the learning center.

From the student time cards, one calculates that the average stu-

dent spent about twenty hours in the learning center during the semester

or 1.4 hours/week. On the basis of tutor and observer counts of students,

one can assume that this number is closer to thirty hours per semester or

2.1 hours/week.



0.1sorvatLuns oL LLoturo and IZociLatiun laJtrucCtutt

Wo wort, inrcrosLd in oh,:orving both cognitivo behavioral a,;.-

poets of physic:; locrore and roottrition instruction, with our prlmlry

concern being the cognitive realm. However, a thorough review of the

literature did not reveal any observation instrument suitable for ob-

serving cognitive behavior in a college physics classroom. The author

therefore developed such an instrument, patterning it, to some degree,

on the Wright-Proctor System
2which was designed for use in the mathema-

tics classroom.

The instrument is intended for use in a physics classroom. It has

three components -- a list of "content" categories (please see Appendix

B) which refer to the function of the statements being made by the

teacher or by the students, a list of "behavior" categories (Appendix C)

which refer to the non-verbal behavior of the teacher as well as verbal

interactions between teacher and students, and a listing of the physics

topics being discussed. (These topics were noted but not analyzed.)

The two types of categories, content and behavior, correspond to an

attempt to consider both cognitive and behavioral aspects of physics

instruction.

Furthermore, audio tape recordings were made of most of the classes

which were observed. Tapescripts of a selection of these recordings

will be analyzed as a further probe into the cognitive aspects of physics

instruction.

Use of the observation instrument requires some knowledge of the terms

and forms of argument used in physics. Therefore a background in physics

was a qualification for observers. Two persons with at least two years

of college physics instruction were selected to be observers. They vere

then trained to use the observation instrument by means of audio and

video tapes of physics lectures and recitations. A brief listing of the

instructions given to the observers is contained in Appendix D. The type

of form used for recording the observations in included in Appendix E.

2. Muriel J. Wright and Virginia Proctor, "Wright-Proctor System" in
Mirrors for Behavior II: An Antholog of Observation Instruments_ (Phila-
delphiA.Research for Better Schools; Inc., 'Spring p.

* Please see Appendix F for a report concerning the relation between
cognitive aspects of instruction and student achievement.



A do.; ot .!, dov:;?d. Fa,:h ot ,..o-

L;ervt! v,a:; (2,4i3ni.!d.to ob,;etve selected lecture and recitation

ill P112. Atl observed .ftetures Wer0 at the second of the two s,lic-

dui:.d lecture hourH (i.e., 12:20 p.m.). In nddition, the observers

each aLteaded fourteen different recitation sections at various class;

hours. Seven toachurs taught these fourteen sections. Each teacher

taught one standard and One audio-tutorial recitation section. Standard

recitation sections were attended by students in the standard method of

instruction. These met for fifty minutes twice a week for fourteen

weeks. Seven standard sections were observed twelve times during the

semester, six times by each observer. The seven audio-tutorial sections

were attended by students in the audio-tutorial method of instruction.

These sections met for fifty minutes once per week. Each of these sec-

tions was observed six times, three times by each observer. Each section

was observed for about 43% of the class meetings.

The main functions of the observation instrument were to 1) specify

the nature of lecture and recitation instruction in this course, 2) de-

termine the extent and kinds of variation among recitation instructors

and between standard and audio-tutorial recitations, and 3) provide a

::axis for determining the interrelations among student achievement, stu-

dent evaluations of teachers, and teacher behaviors. Each of these func-

tions will now be discussed.

1. Lecture Observations and Recitation Observations

Lectures were observed by at least one observer and frequently by

both observers. All twenty-six lectures were observed. in order to com-

pare observers' categorizations of the lectures, observations of a set of

thirteen lectures from one observer were compared with observations of

thirteen other lectures from the second observer. The quantity analyzed

WAS the total number of times each content category and each behavior

category were noted for each lecture observed. For each content category

and each behavior category, the two observers' totals for each of thir-

teen lectures were compared using the methods of analysis of variance.



it be uoted, 14,-ver, that eon:,'ut edto,:orle, , q, and it:

were coml,ined in tiv. due to the similnrity in the coL.,nitive

level or cnte;orio ; nnd to the small numhr of observations in

each category. ((:at_c,;ory 8 refero to organizing or gtructucinr, the ma-

terial, category 9 to spPcializing to a particular case, and category

10 to generalizing to a more inclusive treatment from a particular case.

Note that 9 and 10 just indicate how often these categories were used

rather than the total amount of time spent in these categories. Fcr ex-

ample, the continuation of a generalization would be noted in other ca-

tegories, depending on the further content of the discussion.)

There were no significant differences between the two observers on

any of the content categories. There was, however, one behavior cate-

gory for which differences between observers were significant at .05.

That category was category E which refers to erasing the blackboard, mov-

ing a view-graph, or removing a transparency from the view-graph. Thus,

excepting category E, the observers agreed in terms of lecture observa-

tions.

The mean values of the lecture observations are given in Table 6.

Recall that two observations were made every minute. Thus a mean value

of 11.35 for category F indicates that, on the average, 11.35/2 or 5.6S

minutes of each lecture were included in category F. (Category refers

to the teacher performing a demonstration or showing a movie.) As indi-

cated in Table 6, the predominant content category in lecture was cate-

gory 3, the description of a physical system or process or demonstration

or the use of a diagram or graph to illustrate a process or kind of mo-

tion. That is, lecture emphasized demonstrations.

Second in usage was category 7, deriving or explaining an equation or

formula with explicit reference to its physical meaning or implications.

The only other content category which received an average of more than

six notations per lecture was the combined category formed from 8, 9,

and 10. These deal with organizing or structuring the matcrial, general-

izing, or specializing.

.1417,4
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1.1111.'

0

1

\1::I.0 of Lvntlro Obqvrvation3

Contwl Catcvrie:; Behavior CategoriQq

5.15 0 28.19
A n4 A .1?

2 5.81 B 26.88

3 35.04 C .04

4 5.58 D 13.35

5 5.81 E 2.27*

6 1.96 F 11.35

7 18.4? G 2.00

8, 9, i0 11.73 H .38

11 1.65 I 5.58
J 5.04

* observer disagreement significant at .05

Table 7

Mean Values of Recitation Observations

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8,

11

9, 10

Content Categories

all sections a.t.

* 11.98
7.28
4.82

25.63
8.44
4.41
7.44

24.69
** 5.71
.14

standard

6.51

9.15

Behavior Categories

all sections

0 37.50
A 27.39
B
C 12.79
D
E 1.73
F .63

C 17.33
H 2.09
I

J

* difference between methods significant at .05

** difference between methods significant at .01



The prodoodnane bchlvtur cateeory Was calv,,wVy 0 which simply in,11-

cakes that none of the other behavior categories was appropriate. For

lecture, category 0 prillarlly inAndes 'pori6d!!; of time in which tho :i n-

structor is simply speaking to the class rather than doing a demonstra-

tion, writing on the blackboard, etc.

The second most common behavior category, nearly equal in frequency

to the first, is category B, writing an equation or words on the view-

graph (overhead projector), or showing a prepared transparency of an

equation or of words on the view- graph.

Category D, drawing a diagram on the viewgraph or showing a prepared

diagram on the viewgraph, was third in frequency. Category F, performing

a demonstration or showing a movie, was fourth.

Categories I and J both referred to the use of the Instant Response

System. This is a push-button system by means of which students' responses

to questions are recorded. The system was available only in the lecture

hall used on Mondays. Therefore the observations listed under 1 and J

represent behaviors observed at only half of the lecture classes. Thus

although an average time of about five minutes per lecture is indicated

in Tal.le 6 for categories I plus J, there was no time spent on these cate-

gories on Mondays and about ten minutes spent in these categories in the

Friday lectures.

Recitation observations required a more complicated analysis than did

lecture observations. There v re three primary factors in the analysis:

1) method (audio-tutorial or ,tandard), 2) observer, and 3) teacher.

That is, there were two methods, two observers, and seven teachers. The

detailed results of the analyses of variance will be described in section

2. However, the averages across teachers, methods, and observers will be

cited here for comparison with the lecture observations. These are listed

in Table 7. These averages represent observations of one hundred twenty-six

entire recitation sections. The averages were formed as follows: the average

for eighty-four standard recitation observations and the average for forty-

two audio-tutorial recitation observations were then averaged to form the



avera3e for all. recitations. Thus standard and audio -- tutorial recita-

tions receivod equal weight in the final averages. It should be noted

that individual teachen; differ significantly from the average on a

number of these categories.

As noted in Table 7, there were significant method differences for

content categories 0 and tho composite category 8, 9, and 10. Thus for

these categories the averages for each method are listed rather than the

overall average. The explanation for these differences is apparently

that audio-tutorial recitations met only half as often as standard reci-

tations but both types of recitations had an equal number of quizzes.

Taus a higher proportion of class time in audio-tutorial sections was

devoted to quizzes (which were categorized as 0). Apparently the time

pressures which resulted from fewer class hours caused the teachers to

use the higher order cognitive areas included in categories 8, 9, and 10

less !I a.t. sections than in the standard sections. No averages are

given for categories B, D, I, and J in Table 7 because view-graphs and

the Instant Response System were not available to recitation instructors.

As indicated in Table 7, the predominant content category used in

recitation was category 3. Category 7 was next in usage, nearly equaling

category 3. These are followed by category 0 in audio-tutorial recitations

and by 8, 9, and 10 in standard recitations.

In terms of behavior categories, the most common ones used in recita-

tions were 0 (none of the others), A (writing an equation or words on the

blackboard), G (questioning or discussion with one student), and C (draw-

ing a diagram on the blackboard).

Lecture and recitations, therefore, tended to be similar entities in

some respects. The same content categories predominated in lecture and in

standard recitations, although lecture emphasized descriptions of systems

(category 3) rather than derivations or explanations of formulas with re-

ference to physical meanings or implications (category '). The "average"

recitation had approximately equal time devoted to these two areas.

As far as behavior categories are concerned, category 0 predominates

in both lecture and recitation. Category A is analogous to category B,
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instruction. Ttt..;se ro,or to writing an oqutliQn or words on thu blak-

board (A) or on a vicw-;.r,tph (g). Each fora of laf;truction inc.-Wed

about the same ,anion it. of drawing of diagrar,ts on the blackboard (C) or on

the view-graph (D). However, lecture included a far greater emphasis on

demonstrations (F) than did recitations. Conversely, recitations tended

to emphasize questiontig or discussion with individual students (C) and

this category was infrequently noted in lecture. Note that this is to

be expected considering the purpose of the two forms of instruction.

Thus lecture and recitations on the average had many features in

common. However, as will be detailed in the next section, the average

values given for recitations in Table 7 do not represent tte2 diversity of

teaching styles which were observed in the recitations.

2. Observation of Recitation Instruction: Method, Observer, and Teacher

Effects

As suggested earlier, the analysis of recitation observations was

far more complex than the analysis of lecture observations. The research

design for recitation observations had three factors -- method, observer,

and teacher. There were two methods, two observers, and seven teachers.

Each teacher was observed eighteen times, six times by each observer in

the teacher's standard recitation section, and three times by each observer

in the teacher's audio-tutorial recitation section. Thus there was a total

of 126 observation periods, equally divided among teachers and among

observers. However, audio-tutorial classes were represented in forty-two

(1/3) of the observations, and standard classes were represented in eighty-

four (2/3) of the observations.

In analyzing each separate content and behavior category we employed

analysis of variance techniques. The quantity analyzed in each case was

the total for a category for an entire recitation period.

A sample analysis of variance table, indicating the sources of

variation and degrees of freedom, is presented here to indicate the

factors and the two- and three-factor interactions which were analyzed.
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Source df

Method 1

Observer 1

Teacher 6

Method by Observer 1

Method by Teacher 6

Observer by Teacher 6

Method by Observer by Teacher 6

Error 98

Total 125

For categories in which method by teacher interactions were found

to be significant, we revised the analysis of variance so as to con-

sider differences between recitation sections. That is, teacher and

method factors were grouped into a factor called "section". The analysis

of variance table for this alternate analysis is indicated below:

Source df

Observer 1

Section 13

Observer by Section 13

Error 98

Total 125

A significant method by teacher interaction and thus a significant

section effect means that individual teachers differed in the ways they

taught their audio-tutorial sections relative to the ways they taught

their standard sections.

The remainder of this section will treat the content categories and

then the behavior categories, looking at method differences, observer

differences, and teacher differences. Interactions will be mentioned if

significant. The level of significance was set at .05.
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interzwtions

For category 1, there was a method by teacher interaction significant

at .01. Thus this category was analyzed by section rather than by method

and by teacher. These results are discussed under section differences.

No other interactions were significant.

Method Differences

The only method differences were as follows:

For category 0 there was a difference between methods, significant at

.05. Category 0 was noted more often for audio-tutorial than for standard

sections. As mentioned in the section comparing lecture and recitation,

this difference is attributable to the fact that audio-tutorial -ections

spent proportionally more time taking quizzes than did standard sections.

For the combined category 8, 9, 10 there was a difference between

methods significant at .01. Category 8, 9, 10 was more common in standard

than in audio-tutorial recitations. Apparently teachers reacted to the

fact that audio-tutorial sections had half as much recitation time by us-

ing these higher order cognitive categories less often in audio-tutorial

sections than in their standard sections.

Teachers appear to have treated audio-tutorial and standard sections

in fairly similar ways. However, they deemphasized higher order cognitive

categories 8, 9, and 10 in audio-tutorial sections.

Observer Differences

Observer differences were noted for category 1 (significant at .05))

for category 3 (significant at .05)Jand for category 4 (significant at

.01). These differences indicate a need to clarify distinctions among

categories. Fortunately, however, these observer differences did not

significantly interact with method or teacher effects.

Teacher Differences (Please refer to Table 8.)

For purposes of comparison teachers will be referred to as I, II, III,

IV, V, VI, and VII. Significant differences were found in two content

categories.
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Teacher differences significant at .01 were found for category 4

which relate,i to stating or rophrasilv a problem. Teachers I and IV

had significantly fewer observations in this category titan teachers III,

V, and VII. (The Norman Keuls analysis was used to test differences.)

Teacher differences significant at .01 were found for category 7 which

is concerned with describing or explaining an equation or formula with

explicit reference to physical meaning or implications. Teacher I was

significantly higher on this category than teachers II, III, V, or VIT.

These results for categories 4 and 7 indicate that some teachers

(I and perhaps IV) emphasized the statement of problems more than others

did (III, V, VII, and perhaps II). Further they indicate that those

teachers who emphasized problem statements, 0e-emphasized problem solu-

tions relative to the other teachers. Finally, teacher VI did not empha-

size either category relative to other teachers.

One should note that all teachers had more observations in category

7 than in category 4. However, the ratio between the observations in

these categories varied from

32.44/ 2.94 ;'-'011 .0 for teacher I to

22.67/10.67 2.1 for te3cher V.

Table 8

Mean Values of Content Categories for Teachers

Teacher I II III IV V VI VII

Content
Categories

9
3.83 9.56 6.78 7.83. 10.83

1** ntandard 4.25 6.15 8.17 4.75 4.75

l** a.t. 12.83 13.50 4.33 4.83 6.83

2

3

4*

5

6

7*

8,9,10

4.62 4.28 3.33 4.33 5.72

26.28 25.94 29.61 27.44 26.28

2.94 9.61 10.33 4.89 10.67

4.22 9.00 4.44 4.94 3.89

4.28 5.94 6.33 9.50 6.61

32.44 19.28 20.22 28.17 22.67

9.78 10.78 7.50 6.56 7.39

* Teacher difference significant at .01

** section difference significant at .01

416

10.67 8.83

7.40 6.25

12.33 5.50

6.11 4.50

19.61 28.06
8.56 11.94
3.50 3.67

11.28 7.50

26.94 23.55

6.94 7.11
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Section Differences

Cate:Try 1, which iuvolvo t;tntements concerning course and clasl-

room administration, was analyzed by recitation section duo to a sig-

nificant method by reacher interaction. Differences between sections

were significant at .01. All three of the sections which were high on

category 1 were audio-tutorial sections. These were taught by teachers

I, II, and VI.

Sections significantly lo'yer than these on category 1 were the

standard sections taught by I, IV, and V, and the audio-tutorial sec-

tions taught by III, IV, and VII. In addition, the standard section

taught by II was significantly lower on category 1 than teacher II's

audio-tutorial section.

Apparently a number of teachers used category 1 proportionally more

of the time in their audio-tutorial than in their standard classes.

However, other teachers apparently de-emphasized this area in their

audio-tutorial classes.

b) Behavior Categories

Categories B, I), I, and J did not pertain to recitation instruction.

Interactions

There was a method by teacher interaction for category A which was

significant at .10. For this reason category A was analyzed by sections.

There was an observer by teacher interaction for category F which

was significant at .01, and an observer by teacher interaction for cate-

gory H which was significant at .05. The observer and teacher main ef-

fects for these categories will therefore be considered in the light

of these interactions.

Method Differences

There were no behavior categories for which method differences were

statistically significant (at .05).

Observer Differences

For both category F .nd for category H there were observer dif-

ferences significant at .01. (F is concerned with demonstration, H with

discussions between the teacher and two or more students.) Observer 2
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used clte;,,ory F' moro often than did observer 1. Observer 1 used cate-

gory 11 woro often than did obserwr 2. however, these differences were

not consistent across teachers as indicated by the presence of observer

by teacher interactions.

Teacher Differences (Please refer to Table 9.)

Teachers differed on category 0 (none of the other behaviors), sig-

nificant at .05. The teachers highest and lowest in this category were

teacher VI and teacher VII, respectively.

Category A (writing an equation or words on blackboard) is described

under Section Differences due to the method by teacher interaction.

Teachers differed on category C (drawing a diagram on blackboard),

significant at .05. Teacher VI was significantly lower on this cate-

gory than was teacher it.

Teachers differed on category G (questioning or discussion with one

student) significant at .01. Teacher I used this category significantly

less than all other teachers. Furthermore, teachers IV, II, and VI used

this category less than did teachers V and VII.

Category F and category H each reflected significant differences be-

tween teachers but were complicated by observer by teacher interactions.

However, for category F observers agreed that teacher VII was signifi-

cantly higher than all the others. There was disagreement on the rela-

tive amount that the other teachers used category F, but all were sub-

stantially lower than teacher VII.

For category H there is a substantial disagreement among observers

about individual teachers which makes teacher differences unreliable.
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M'an V11.h03 of

T,,nchor

Bohlvior
Categorio,1

Behavior Cale2,ories

If TIT TV

for Toachers

V VT VII

0 39.11 42.33 31.28 38.22 32.33 44.56 31.11

A*** standard 35.25 26.25 24.67 35.08 22.25 29.33 28.67

A*** a.t. 28.50 19.50 30.00 24.00 24.83 31.00 24.00

C* 15.00 16.22 11.33 12.78 14.94 9.67 11.33

E 1.61 1.50 2.50 1.72 1.56 2.17 1.44

F** .33 .78 .22 .06 .22 .28 2.83

G** 5.72 14.50 20.56 13.56 23.67 14.72 25.28

ti (.72) (1.83)(3.39) (.89) (3.61) (1.39) (2.33)

* teacher difference significant at .05
** teacher difference significant at .01
*** section difference significant at .01

Summarizing significant teacher differences:

1) for category 0, VI used this category more than VII did;

2) for category C, VI used this category less than II;

3) for category F, VII used this category more than all other

teachers

4) for category C, I used this category less than all other

teachers and in addition, IV, II, and VI used the category

less than did teachers II and VIT.

Section Differences

Category A was analyzed by section due to the method by teacher

interaction. The difference between sections was significant at .01.

The difference found was that teacher II used this category significantly

less for his audio-tutorial section than teachers IV and I did for their

standard sections. Other sections did not differ significantly. There

was no major pattern of differential usage in audio-tutorial vs. stan-

dard sections.

To complete this section on recitation observations, we wish to

stress the differences in teacher behaviors which make it difficult to
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d i care the ran:-,os or moan value:: on each of the content and behavior

cm-,5;011f.--; For tai, to,;:11,1-Ab. Thos,t!;.-,Ye given in Table 10 in minutes

por eattory rather than in ol.).-rvatinns p r ratogory.

Tahie 10

Range of Milan Values for Teacher Observations
(Valaos in Number of Minutes)

Content Categories

Minimum Maximum

Behavior Categories

Minimum Maximum

0 1.92 5.42 0 15.56 22.28

1* 2.13 6.75 A* 9.75 17.63

2 1.67 3.06 C 4.84 8.11

3 9.81 15.81 E .72 1.25

4 1.47 5.97 F .03 1.42

5 1.75 4.50 G 2.86 12.64

6 2.14 5.64

7 9.64 16.22

8,9,10 3.28 5.39

* given cor sections rather than for teachers

Clearly there was a broad variation in teaching styles used in these

recitations. The moftstriking example is category G which monitors how

much teacher-student interaction occurred. Clearly teacher patterns

varied from one in which very little teacher-student interaction occurred

(a lecture style), to one in which about 75% of a typical class period

was devoted to teacher-student interactions.

3. Relations of Recitation Observations to Student Achievement.

As has been emphasized by Rosenshine and Furst,
3

it is important to

try to relate the results of classroom observations to student outcomes

such as course achievement. This step is important so that the field of

education can eventually accrue evidence as to the value of various teach-

ing characteristics, both cognitive and affective. At present only a small

number of affective characteristics and even fewer cognitive characteristics

have consistently been found to be related to student achievement.

3. B. Rosenshine and N. Furst, "The Use of Direct Observation to Study

Teaching", in Second Handbook of Research on Teaching. ed. by R.M.W.

Travers, (Chicago: Rand McNally College Publishing Co., 1973), p. 122.
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search. 1) First, a svial1 group of tenehorn was involved in the study

seven teztchots itt iov,.te,.n recitation ::Pction1;. 2) Recitation wos ooly

one instructional component of the course. Student,; with nsatisfictory

rccitatiuu instrctors could attempt to learn the course material through

lecture, the learning center, texts, and so forth. 3) All results are

correlational rather than causal. That is, this study did not attempt

to alter teacher behavior and then to determine differences in student

achievement. 4) Our measure of student achievement was fairly narrow.

Due to possible differences in grading practices for the recitation por-

tion of the grade, and to the fact that lab work was fairly independent

of recitation work, we used exam grades as the measure of achievement in

this part of the analysis.

Within these narrow hounds we analyzed the correlation between teacher

behaviors and student achievement.

As the measure of teacher behavior we used the total number of obser-

vations in each observation category for each recitation section. The

totals are given in Table 11 for audio-tutorial sections and in Table 12

for standard sections. In Table 13 all totals have been multiplied by a

factor of two since those sections were observed half as often as were the

standard sections.

As the measure of student - achievement, we used exam grades, adjusted

for SAT math scores and math pretest scores. For each student we formed

a total exam grade from the average of the two prelim grades plus the stu-

dent's final exam grade. The average value of this total exam grade for

each recitatior section is giver in the first column of Table 13. Using

analysis of covariance, we obtained adjusted values of the total exam

grade for each recitation section. The covariates were the SAT math scores

and the math pretest scores. The adjusted total exam grade, the average

SAT math score, and the average math pretest score are reported for each

section in Table 13.
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Observation Category Totals

for Audio-Tutorisl Recitation Sections*

Teacher:
Category

I II I.iI IV V VI VII

0 56 246 110 116 118 212 148

1 154 162 52 58 82 148 66

2 100 58 40 38 70 46 82

3 254 220 340 362 350 170 318
4 44 104 148 74 126 100 118

5 56 96 46 24 40 42 26

6 56 52 100 104 72 164 100

7 354 184 286 294 306 348 284

8,9,10 66 98 80 56 78 66 36

0 524 598 396 426 376 604 352

A 342 234 360 288 298 372 288

C 162 166 122 170 174 32 124

E 16 18 28 16 16 20 16

F 6 0 6 0 2 2 26

G 72 182 252 220. 316 188 346

* All totals have been multiplied by two in order to make these totals
comparable to those for standard sections which were observed twice as
often as audio-tutori- sections.

Table 12

Observation Category Totals

for Standard Recitation Sections

Teacher 1 II III IV V VI VII

Category

0 41 49 67 83 136 86 85

1 51 74 98 57 57 89 75

2 33 48 40 59 68 87 40

3 346 357 363 313 298 268 346

4 31 121 112 51 129 104 156

5 48 84 57 77 50 42 53

6 49 81 64 119 83 121 85

7 407 255 221 360 255 311 282

8,9,10 143 145 95 90 94 92 110

0 443 463 365 475 394 500 384

A 423 315 296 421 267 352 344
C 189 209 143 145 182 128 142

E 21 18 31 23 20 29 18

F 3 14 1 1 3 4 38

G 67 170 244 134 268 171 282
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and then covared the re:lults of those two analyses. Thus for each eet

of seven recitation sections and for each observation category we ob-

tained the correlation coefficient assessing the degree of relationship

between total numbers of observations and adjusted exam totals. Thew

coefficients are listed in columns one and two of Table 14. Finallf, we

averaged the two correlation coefficients for each observation category

using Fischer's r to z transformation. These average correlation coef-

ficients are listed in the third column of Table 14.

The correlation coefficients listed in Table 14 indicate trends in

the data. Of course due to the small number of teachers involved these

trends are only suggestive. Six correlation coefficients had the same

sign in both groups of recitation sections and were moderately large.

Two categories, 1 and 0, were negatively correlated with adjusted exam

scores. Four categories, 3, 4, C, and C, were positively correlated with

exam scores. These data suggest a negative relationship between an em-

phasis on course and classroom administration (1) and student achievement

on exams. Low usage of behaviors listed in the behavior categories was

also nev,atively correlated with student achievement. This type of teach-

ing would be categorized in behavior category 0 and would be character-

ized by a large amount of lecturing without props, writing on the black-

board, or interaction with students. On the other hand, describing a

physical system or process or a demonstration (3), stating a problem or

rephrasing a problem (4), drawing a diagram on the blackboard (C), and

questioning or discussion with one student (C) were each positively cor-

related with student achievement. Note that categories 3 and C often de-

scribed the cognitive and behavior characteristics of a given teacher

behavior, as were the categories 4 and G. Thus the four positive cor-

relations found here are probably reducible to two -- between the Lice of

behavior which would be categorized as 3C and the use of behavior that

would be categorized as 4G. Similar remarks apply to categories 1 and

0, since these often were used together to categorize a given teacher

behavior.
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0 th
C0 0

I 4-e
0 Sirl
0

V)

4

'0 M
W C
M 0'0
0 4-10 0
W M

Teachyr

1

11

III

IV

V
VI
VII

Teacher

I

II

III

IV
V
VI

VII

Number of
Studzlit!:

26

14

21
18

19

22

18

17

25

27

23
19

18

19

!!.,111

for cdcI

Total Exam
cott.S *

120.91
96.12

131.95
107.39
125.08
112.43
111.28

108.06
129.04
116.22
119.65
127.05
113.53
117.61

Nnd Tr.,At

i

Adjusted
Total Exam
Scure *

114.4g

97.91.

126.42
114.83
127.74
110.23
110.52

112.59
129.37
118.31
118.18
126.67
111.58
115.30

Math
SA T

640

687

694
661
679
691
690

689
672
669
698
683
698
695

Mith
.1%ettot

Error

7.42

3.07
1.81
3.67

3.11
2.41.

2.67

3.71
2.48
2.78
2.70
2.58
2.61
2.47

* The same criteria were used for including students' data as were

stated on page 20 of this report.

** Scores differed significantly across the fourteen sections (level

of significance = .05.)

1 .1
Table 14

Correlation Coefficients for
Adjusted Total Exam Scores vs Observation Categories

Category Audio-tutorial (n=7) Standard (n=7) Average*

0 -.788 .236 -.397

1 .
-.545 -.143 -.354

2 .055 -.011 .025

3 .612 .224 .438

4 .224 .376 .300

5 -.514 .617 .081

6 -.010 -.098 -.055

7 .571 -.564 -.064

8,9,10 -.085 .1.91 .000

0 -.619 -.170 -.422

A .548 -.611 -.046

C .086 .663 .414

E .284 -.441 -.092

F -.031 -.025 -.025

G .202 .311 .254

* Averages were formed using Fischer's r to z transformation
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the developmont of hiiIhor order comliLive abilities such as the ability

generalize or to specialize. Davelopment of these higher order cog-

nitive abilities might be associated with emphasis on concepts or theories

(category 5) or with generalizing or specializing (category 8, 9, 10).

4. Relation of Recitation Observations to Teacher Ratings

Finally, we attempted to relate student ratings of instructors to

the instructors' use of the various content and behavior categories. We

sought to determine whether any general pattern would emerge relating

teaching behaviors or teaching styles to student ratings of teachers.*

The ratings used were based on those developed and reported by Hildebrand,

Wilson, and Dienst.
4

Students were asked to (anonymously) rate their

recitation instructors on each of the following rating scales.

The teacher:

Rl. Has command of the subjs.ut, contrasts various points of
view, discusses current developments, and relates topics
to other areas of knculedge.

R2. Makes himself clear, states Wdectives, summarizes major
points, presents material in an organized manner, and pro-
vides emphasis.

R3. Is sensitive to the response of the class, encourages
student participation, and welcomes questions and discussion.

R4. Is available to and friendly toward students, is inter-
ested in students as individuals, and is valued for advice
not directly related to the course.

R5. Enjoys teaching, is enthusiastic about his subject, and
makes the course exciting.

Ratings could run from 1 to 7, with 1 indi-mting that the items was "not

at all descriptive of the teacher: and 7 indicating that the item was

"very descriptive."

* Please note that our observation program focused on certain character-

istics of classroom teaching and necessarily ignored other relevant data

which may affect student ratings of teachers, such as the number of times

the teacher was absent from class.

4. M. Hildebrand, R.C. Wilson aild E.R. Dienst, "Evaluating University

Teaching" (Berkeley Center for Research and Development in Higher Educa-

tion, University of California, 1971), p. 23.
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Results were analp.ed by section rather than by teacher. Signifi-

cant differences (at .01) were found for each raring scale. Mean values

of sectirW ratings are given in Table 15.

Sections were usually rated in about the same order on the five

scales. The pattern was as follows:

From his a.t. section, teacher VI received the lowest or second

lowest ratings of all teachers on all scales.

The a.t. section of teacher I and the standard section of teacher

Vii rated their teachers very highly. These two sections generally gave

very high ratings on each scale.

As was the case with the analysis of observation-achievement rela-

tionships, our analysis of observation-ratings relationships was limited

by the small number of sections studied. Nonetheless, a type of pattern

did emerge in relation to teacher ratings.

Table 15

Mean Ratings of Recitation Instructors

Teacher

Maximum Number of
ratings received* R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

I 22 6.27 6.73 6.36 6.18 5.96

II 13 5.08 6.08 6.00 5.50 5.69

III 19 4.50 5.47 5.79 5.07 5.00

IV 13 5.85 6.23 6.46 5.67 5.58

V 10 5.50 5.20 6.30 5.70 4.80

VI 19 4.63 4.95 4.58 4.12 4.17

VII 20 5.65 5.45 6.15 5.47 5.20

1 12 5.75 6.25 6.25 5.92 5.83

II 28 5.61 5.22 5.07 3.92 4.52

III 24 5.09 5.54 5.75 5.09 5.13

IV 19 5.00 5.95 5.47 5.00 4.74

V 12 5.08 5.75 6.33 5.17 5.42

VI 14 4.93 5.50 6.14 4.85 4.93

VII 16 6.44 6.19 6.31 6.00 5.81

* Total numbers of responses differed for each rating. For R1, N=238;

R2, N=239; R3, N=241; R4, N=223; R5, N"237.

The two teachers receiving the highest ratings, teacher I and

teacher VII were quite different from each other in style. Teacher I

featured a lecture style emphasizing problem solutions (7) and teacher

VII featured a questioning style (G) emphasizing problem statement (4).

aDiti



On the other hand, the teache,. who received Llie lowest raLni,

teaehei' VI, wao lu the uiddle on category 4, category 7, and category C.

on c:itt%!:ory 6 wh[eh [ndical.es an emdhash; ( "I mnthewatical

explalAations or problom3 and 0 which indicates that he simply talked

without using any written support. Finally, he was lowest among teachers

on categories 3 and C which refer to the description of physical pheno-

mena and the use of drawings on the blackboard.

These results, although quite sketchy, appear to indicate that

the teachers who used highly developed teaching styles were rated signi-

ficantly higher than was the teacher who used a fairly undeveloped style

of teaching.



V. Conciwlion: Guidoiim.s for Course Docisioas

Thi;,,, 11:,! bevu cvitducLoa in part to assist. in the developm,nt

of guidelines for course decisions. These di!cisions are in the following

areas:

1. methods of instruction;

2. procedures for assigning students to methods;

3. coordination of methods of instruction;

4. the operation of the learning center;

5. selection of teaching styles for recitation.

As far as selection of a method of instruction is concerned, both

methods lead to similar levels of achievement for the majority of randomly

assigned students. However, students with relatively low math achieve-

ment and math aptitude may profit more from the audio-tutorial method than

the stand, method. Conversely, students with very high math achievement

and mat'. 'rude may profit more from the standard method than from the

audio-t Jrial method.

If both methods of instruction are to be used in a course such as P112,

one should keep these factors in mind in the selection of students. If

only one method is to be selected for all the students in a course, the

students' math achievement and math ability characteristics ought to be

major criteria in the selection of a method of instruction.

In regard to selection of a procedure for assignment of students to

methods, assignment by preference has many drawbacks in relation to random

assignment. It is more difficult to assign by preference. When pre-

ference is used as an assignment procedure, some students are assigned

contrary to their preference so as to balance class sizes. This leads

to confusion and dissatisfaction. When preference is the assignment pro-

cedure, students who select the audio-tutorial method appear to be over-

confident in regard to their success in the course. They under-utilize

the available materials and achieve significantly less than do students

who choose the standard method.

- 55 -



pit. : :;ty ;-".. I() h%vv for t:LYo

attit.nde,-; to the Nethed o in,;tLnction they r(.ceive thn students who arc

rando:Ily d;;i1,ned. N.vorth-1..s,;, studonN; who nre rAndomly nssi;;ned

genera11y in tho method to whish they are' a:::Agne.d.

On balance, random wisit,nment appear; to be preferable to assignment

by preference, particularly in the light of the consistently lower levels

of achievement obtained by the a.t. preference group, the failure of a.t.

preference students to utilize the method they rate highly, and their

failure to compensate ,l or lower performance in P112 by performing better

in their other courses.

If both methods of instruction will be used in a course, the best

assignment procedure would seem to be as follows:

1) assign students at the upper end of the math ability and

math achievement range to standard instruction;

2) assign students at the lower end of the math ability and

math achievement range to audio-tutorial instruction;

3) randomly assign students in the middle range.

In regard to the coordination between the two methods of instruction,

attention is needed in order to avoid differing emphases and coverage in

the two methods. Such differences result in student and teacher dissatis-

faction.

In regard to the learning center operations in P112, some difficulties

are apparent. Observations indicate that periodically there were very heavy

loads on the lab facilities of the learning center, causing breakdown of

apparatus and overflow into other facilities. These problems should be

alleviated by increased technical assistance in the lab. Furthermore,

certain instructors working as tutors interact little if at all with

students in the learning center. Due to the fact that there is very

little student-to-student interaction in the learning center, some effort

is needed on the part of tutors to interact with students and thereby to

personalize teaching in the learning center.



In regard to recitation instruction, observations support th

following:

Less recitation time should bo clovoted to quizzcs in th,, audio-

tutorial sections. than in the standard sections. This would remove

some of the time pressure felt by the audio-tutorial teachers and might

result in increased discussion at higher order cognitive levels.

If recitation instructors are interested in improving student

attitudes toward their teaching, they might be advised to develop a de-

finite teaching style. They might, for instance, emphasize either ex-

position of material or questioning and discussion. The teaching style

which is developed should include adequate use of written supports such

as equations and diagrams.
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Frociu2ntly, cordarisoms of student achievement in two or more

instructional trealmnts are reported to resull in no significant di Her-

ences between treatmnLs
1

. lluaever, as has been emphasized rIcently
2

,

in such studies one also ought to look for interactions between student

traits (including aptitudes) and treatments (e.g., instructional methods).

If such interactions are found, one treatment may be better for some

students having certain levels on the trait in question, and the other

treatment may be better for students having other levels on that trait.

It is clearly important to identify such interactions so as to guide fa-

culty and students in selecting instructional methods.

We have used a trait-treatment interaction approach to analyze

the achievement of first year college physics students in two instruc-

tional treatments -- an audio-tutorial treatment, and a lecture - recitation -

laboratory treatment. We have found indications of a disordinal* inter-

action between the treatments and mathematical aptitude (as measured by

the mathematics portion of the Scholastic Aptitude Test) and between the

treatments and mathematical achievement (as measured by a pretest of our

design). The dependant variable was the students' achievement in the

course as measured by course final grade.

4. A disordinal interaction is one in which regression lines for the two
treatments cross within the observed range ofthe measured trait.

;2;



.8EST UM MIME
Thu sLud:i waa con.:Lc2d in recrance. lo a onc!--sexE!ster freshw4n

level physics course ofl.erod to approximately 575 engineering and physics

majors at Cornell University. About 98:7, of the students were freshmen,

91% were enrolled in engineering, and 96% were males. Most stud,ants were

taking the course because it was required. The subject matter of the

course included classical mechanics, special relativity, and heat. One

semester of calculus was a prerequisite for registration in the course.

The course textbooks were Fundamentals of Physics by David Halliday. and

.Robert Resnick and Space and Time in Special Relativity by N. David Mermin.

The course was offered to students via one of two treatments --

a lecture-recitation-laboratory (standard) method of instruction and an

audio-tutorial method 3. The content of the instruction was very similar

in the two treatm:ants. In addition students in both treatmen't:s had the

same homework assigrw closely similar laboratory assignments, and

identical examinations. The difference in treatments, therefore, was pri-

marily one of instructional method, rather than of content, assignments,

or examinations..

The standard method of instruction included two hours of.lecture

and two hours GF recitation per week, and a two bur lab every other week.

(Recitation refers to a small group session used for problem solving, dis-

._cussion, and quizzes.) There were lecttire sessions at two scheduled hours

twice a week, with about 125 students assigned to one of these sessions,

d about 300:assigned to the other session. On the average4.26 parsons. .

were assigned to each recitation section, and about 12 to each lab section.



Th-, lectures werr, tanht by Prof. John Silcox, who also WJS Lim c,.)-;:ulhf:ir

or kAL:Tiol,; whed in the. ,tu'liu-tutorial treatclent. tauj!lt

111 .!1').,:,

w..re Laujht by graduai-: tedLhing assistants.

1h2 audio-tutoial m2Lhod included on hour of recitation per week.

This hour or group insLruction Was included priParily to provide for group

interaction, as well as student contact with one particular instructor and

an opportunity ro,' Lesling. In the audio-tutorial method: all other instruc-

tion took place at the student's convenience in a learning center which was

starred by tutors (i.e., physics graduate students and faculty melnbars)

firty-two hours per week. Materials available in the learning center in-

cluded demonstration apparatus for self - demonstrations, laboratory equip-

ment, audio-tape commentaries, and slides. The taped comentarips and slides

were cnordinated with a study guide developed by Dr. OTT end Professor'

Silcox. Tape-slide-study (wide sequences were used in particular to assist

students in learning to solve physics prohlms.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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rocii:al(sn sc,cii0,;
r!,!tin,,;s

tyiu. a Lo o a given hJur

cm the b;..,sis of their other scheduled class and personal pre.enct!.

Fifteen or the twenty-two recitIlLion sr!ctions scheduled at four o the

eight class hams were r;e1c!cted for inclusion in the s'cudy. four

class hours were selected I cause three or wore sections were scheduled

at each of these hours.

In order to study the effects of student preference for each

of the methods of instruction, we used two procedures of assignment to

treatments. At two of the four class hours included in the study, students

were randomly assigned to treatments and to recitation sections within the

treatments. At the other two hours, students were assigned to treatments

on the basis of their preferences as expressed on a questionnaire adAn-

istered at class meetings during the first reek of the seinester. Within

each hour, students were then randomly assigned to specific sections

within the preferred treatment.* Table 1 illustrates the distribution of

treatments, procedures of assignment, and instructors among the fifteen

recitation sections.

* At each or these hours, more students chose the standard method of instruc-
tion than could be accovrodated if section sizes were to he balanced. Therefore
some students who indicated that their preference for the standard rethod was
not strong t,ere'assigned to the audio-tutorial sections. In all there were 24students reassigned in this manner, an average of 8 to each audio-tutorial
preference section. Subsequently six of these students joined standard
sections. These six students were not included in the data analysis.
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BEST COin MAME
In ord,:r to study i:rail-treatc...!nt inroc:tions without con.i'outl,..:-

in9 tryew:!n7:. E.!nl 1;.!; .
I.
1_1

or traits prior to or ,!L ,..ry !).:!Jinn;og uF Cn! tr,.!dioL.:. In ;ilk

study, trj;s va,r,.. (1) ),:!.ort;21 by ,LuLn:L-.; ol (2)

2asured by r2ans a t.!Ith pr::t.Ist of out' (13sicjn* all co:. at tin:!

first meeting of the r2citaLion sections. Fro; the available ini-onlation,

thn choice of traits to be tested For interactions viLb t(::,W7ants

based on the following criteria:

(1) importance of the trait with respect to the course and to

the differences in the treatments;

(2) reliability and validity of the measurement or the trait;

(3) range of responses to the trait measure.

Of the possible traits determined by the questionnaire and the

pretest, the following three met the criteria:

(a) mathematical aptitudl, as r,loasooed by the rathe;latics portion

of the College Entrance Exclaination Bo;!rd Schol?.stic Aptitude Test (SUN),

(b) verbal aptituda!, as weasu-ed by the Vc.,..b31 portion of tin::

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SATV)''',

(c) mathematics aohievam?nt, as reasured by the math pretest.

* The nine-item multiple choice math pretest is a shortened version of a
twenty-item pretest used in the same course during the Spring so:res:;er, 1972.
The latter was shortened by eliminating items that did not discriminate among
different levels of mathematical achievement, i.e, those items whio were
answered by almost all or almost none or the students. In contrast to SATO
items, pretest items were selected because they were representative of the
mathematical skills required of the students in this specific course. Within
each treatment, the correlation between math pretest scores and SATE was equal
to .33. (Please see Table 4.) Thus the portion of the variance in math pro-
test scores accounted for by SATO levels is only 11%, and the SATE and Math
pretest appear to have measured different student traits.

Both SATE and SAT;' were coded in 13 levels.
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on co..:11cif: ,s o ;f5 f r

o;' the rolaion c the trcits to t;I::!

jitiLd thAL SATV wd.; tiot !Li LOt liliti cri-Fid=! in

tre,ltrent. -rims S/\T( itnd !i;ath pretnt sco'ras 1.1,?re found to be the best

predictors or' final grarl:! in each tr.:,atrimt. The sLbsequent analy3is

considers only th ttlo traits.
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Ali t;tudoilts wee o r:',idird to 1.1!;e !jx st;,-;Zci12:1

generally one quiz every othct,x week, as well as tem inte.i.iN; exLmina-

tions and a final exam. Testinsj thus w-.17,. not 06 a sE1C-poxed or a

mastery basis in either treatment. Quizzes were constructed by the

senior author (Or. Ott), and exams were constructed by'comitteas

of recitation, laboratory, and lecture instructors.

At the end of the semester a course grade was calculated for

each student. The grade was determined as follows:

Each student received

(a) 0-100 points for lab (based mainly on lab reports);

(b) 0-100 points for recitation (based mainly on quizzes);

(c) 0-100 points for the average of the two interim examinations;

(d) 0-100 points for the final examination. *

The total scores thus could range Fran 0 to 400. Grades were allocated in

such a way that the median course grade was C+, equivalent to 235 to 249

total points.

The course final grade therefore reflects achievement on lab

reports, quizzes and exams, and performance in lab and recitation sections.

As such, it is a broad-gauge measure of achievement in the course. For

this reason the course grade was used as the measure of achievement (de-

pendent variable) in this study.

* The varianres of these four subscores were as follows: (a) 52; (b) 315;

(c) 339; (d) 311. Thus lab subscores had less effect than the other sub-

scores on student rankings and final course grades.

**1.4{"...4.g.t..11,
"1.

. '

Ca



Analysis oT Initial Tr .s kind ol 1ni1 radas

',uns ul e Lrt iU1 Ci 'Iv(' c...at--I

yielded th results given in Table 3. Tho di fiThri.mccs in traits which

are significant at .05 are th2 follo-Ang:

(1) Within the random assigm2nt sections, thc variance of

SATM levels is significantly larger in the audio-tutorial treatment

than in the standard treatment.

(2) For all sections, the variance of SATM levels is signi-

ficantly larger in the audio-tutorial treatment than in the standard

treatment. The mean value of math pretest scores is significantly

larger in the audio-tutorial treatment than in the standard treatment.

There are no significant differences in the means or variances

of final grades.

7-



Trait-Itv!ab;:ent inture,ction AnOysis

Err art AVAILABLE

Evidance of an interaction betw2en the Lrait,.; (Nath

scoro i!nd ST X1 lovA) iThe tratwnts is shown by the diHerenc,2s

between ne. rc!gression coeMcionts in th,J two treatu:ntc. Thci re.grssion

equations for the two treatnmts aro as follows (X is the scor co th

math pretest, is the' level on SAM, Z and U are estimated graTls in the.

audio-tutorial and standard treatments, respectively):

Audio-tutorial: Z = -.5175 Xi + .2633 Yl + 9.1667

Standard: U = -.8495 X2 + .4081 Y2 + 10.6352

Note that the coefficients of Xi and of X2 are negative because grades are

coded 1 to 13 from high to low and pretests ar4 coded 1 to 9 from low to

high.

In order to determine whether there are levels on either or

both of the traits which predict greater achievement in either treatment

(and thus to determine whether the interaction is significant), we

analyzed the interaction using th2 Johnson and nyman technique.::. ter used

the notation given by Johnson and Neyman
4

, and in an instructive article

by Koenker and Hansen5. The Johnson-Neyman technique alived us to deter- -

mine the conjoint math pretest scores and SATM levels for which it was

reasonable to assume that the difference in grades beie;:een teatiTlents was

real. The basic statistics are listed in Table 4.

* Note that if one were to obtain significantly different coefficients for
a single trait, one would have evidence of an interection between that trait
and the treatments. In that case it would not be necessary to use the
Johnson-- Heyman technique to determine regions or signiricant differences.

"Ii



Ve s'et the level of significance at .10, and d?;'ined

, S
": v;h'..!re s l5 the nt;:i.t.r2r parairAurs..10

.10

In this use w10 (303 - 6)/ 2.7t r: 108.39. We obtdind an

observed value of thn test statistic wpbs equal to 74.C5. Thus since

w
obs

< w .10, a region of significance exists at the Len p2reent level.

The region in the x', y' plane is hyperbolic and consists of two parts,

as indicated in Figure 1. At the .10 level of significance, the standard

treatment is preferable to the audio-tutorial treatment in terms of ex-

pecL:ed achievement for students with math pretest scores equal to 9 and

5ATM greater than or equal to 725. The audio-tutorial treatment is pre-

ferable to the standard treatment for students with math pretest scores

less than or equal to 4 and SAT less than 625. Both rethods of instruc-

tion are equivalent in terms of final grades for students whose scores do

not fall witHn these limits.



Discussion

BEST WY MARBLE

The forepinq imalysis has indicated an intilc,I4-Aion h:%,twitn

traits (scorns on a raLh pretest and icvAs on SATM) and thc! reLhol of

instruction, when the d: J. vriable is course gre:22. A si:Jni;icant

question remains, however. Mat aspects of the differnces between treat-

ments account for the interaction?

As we have indicated, the two treatments used different instruc-

tional components. The standard method included two hours of lecture and

two hours of recitation per week and a two hour lab every second week. The

audio-tutorial method included one hour of recitation per weekin addition

to learning center activities.

Thus, there were major differences between the treatments in in-

structional components and in the au of time allocated to each instruc-

tional component. These differences include:

(1) An emphasis on lecture (large group instruction) in the

standard method of instruction; an ephasis on learning center activities

(one-to-one instruction) in the audio-tutorial method.

(2) A greater amount of recitation time (small group instruction)

in the standard method.

(3) Grobp laboratory activities in the standard method; individual

laboratory work in the audio-tutorial method.

There are other differences between the treatments in addition to

those related to major instructional components. These differences include:

(4) A greater degree of individualization in the audio-tutorial

treatment, i.e.,
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(a) studots could ot,;in instruction when thr!y wish-td for

as long cl)

(b) stud' its could stop and ropey t instruction;

(c) students could Otain imto,_)diate tutorial assistance,'.

(5) A greater adr.oula of active rdth2r 'than passive learning in

the audio-tutorial treatment.

(6) The availability of a wider variety of instructional media to

students in the audio-tutorial treatment.

(7) The coordination of laboratory activities with other acti-

vities in the audio-tutorial treatment.

(8) An emphasis on step-wise solution of problems in the audio-

tutorial treatment.

(9) Development of notes in the audio-tutorial study guide

suitable for review.

Additionally, there may have been differencos which aro not

intrinsic to the two methods of instruction. For instance, it is possnle

that in these particular realizations of the treatren:3, tha trey txen'cs

were interesting to or suitable for students of different abilities or

levels of achievement. That is, one treatment may have been better for

higher ability or achievement students and the other for lower ability

or achieveant students. In that case, the interaction night be due to

characteristics of the particular realizations of the treatments rather

than of the treatments themselves. If this were the case, one would

expect students who were not well-matched in their instructional rethod

to stop attending the lecture or learning center while students who were
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well matched to confirm:, in atfmnd;:nce. Thtr , for instance, lip a veator

prcentage of student,; from the lower ability (coin) levvls sf,)pled attend-

ing a troat;,:nt sLJ.boLs 0L bAi) on2

suspect 1.1mt this troaLwnt wcts suiLed to lower ability students.

In this study, w? found that there were no major dillorences in

continued attendance in lecture among students hitvinj difFernt scores on

the SATM. However, there was some tendency, though not strong, For studlnts

with higher scores on the math pretest to attend a greater percentage of

lectures than those with lower scores on the pretest. There was no relation

between continued learning center attendance and SATM or math pretestscores.

The observed interaction is, therefore, probably due to differences inherent

in the treatments, e.g., those labeled (1) to (9) above.

OF these nine items, those are of interest which toad to account

for the fact that correlatiJns between the math pretest and achievement (and

between SATM and achievement) are lower in the audio-tutorial section than in

the standard section. Thus we are interested in those items which tend to

obviate differences in matheciati cal achievement and ability among the audio-

tutorial students. In particular, we are interested in those dWerences

between treatments which (1) give an advantage to high ability students in

the standard treatment relative to those in the audio-tutorial treatment; or

(b) give an advantage to low ability students in the audio-tutorial treatment

relative to those in the standard treatment.
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01
; r,r.r1 T.)1" (1 ), ,

.(3) miciht t.tn,! to ability ;:nd stIr!..2nts in

audio IJ:torial trAL=nt. This would re'Alt due to the liyeater

vidualintion of the learoiu center and audio-tutorial .klb in :n son

With lecture and the standd lab. On tiro other hand, point (2) would SL:!:1

to favor students in tL nLandard treat;!!ent h,,cau:;e these students had t:ileo

as much time devoted to recitation. Bccaus2 recitations generally emphasize

prowl em solving, it is reasonable to assume that they might have 'been most

beneficial for the high ability or achievement students. If. this ro the

case, point (2) would help to account for the superiority of these students

in the standard treatment relative to those in the other treatment. A mea-

sure of suppnrt for this assuaption CO;025 from the fact that in the standard

treatment the students having higher rath pretest scores attended a higher

percentage of recitations thrin those with lower math pretest scores. Thus,

recitation ray have been prticularly useful for high achievment studeniz.

Of itms ( ) through (N, all Pi,:rot be particularly Mplui for

Oho se students in the audio-tutorial treatfitant with lower aptitude and

achievement levels for th,! following reasons. Items (4) through (3) in'ii-

cate that students in the audio-tutorial treatment could spend the tir..1 re-

quired on portions of the subject matter which caused the:1 particular diffi-

culty. Moreover, students could work in a step-by-step fashion, and could

engage in as much review as they found necessary. On the other hand, the

kind of instructional assistance described in these items would be of less

importance to the highest ability students in the audio-tutorial treatent.

Therefore, these students would not klve an advantage relative to sirllar

76
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students the standard trcaLr2nt on ih.! of itr.:Lts (4) throujh (a).

Ile conclude, thureioro, thai. the obsoevA inter;IctioA is probably

OUJ LO f..); lll. ;_k, :s) , .h ( 1!

H'C_' ror stud:!ns in our pupuliztion with tin. i!!siliLy and

achievera, and lho other vwc for the su.:!mis in our p3201d-

tion with tho lowest a!iility and achicNant. that the'i'r g) of

SATN scores was from about E00 to MO. The greater degree of individual-.

ization in the audio-tuLorial treatwant seems to bewIlit lowe;. thi Ii Ly and

achievement students relative to similar students in the standard treatment.

The greater amount of time allocated to recitation in the standard treat-

ment, and the emphasis in recitation on problem solving, may ecconnt for

the lirealer achievement of higher ability and achlover:mt students in the

standard treatment relative to similar students in the audio-tutorial treat-

ment.

These results are in general congruent with Cronbach and Snow's

interpretation of earlier trait-4r eatwent interaction 5tudies. Ps suar-

ized by Salomon
6

, treatirents which force students to pay attention to detail

aKoar to benJfit low 5rn2ral-ability s:;u3;nts, in Mation to hiclhn. ability

students. On the other hand, treatments requiring rapid teAnipulation of

symbolic weaning appear to benefit the higher ability students rather than

low ability students.

At present, it is impossible for us to gen2ralize from the inter-

action which we have observed in a study of two treatments in one physics

course to other treatments and other courses. * It would be most useful in

* This research is continuit.) under a grant from the Sloan Foundation.
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this ror,rd if otHr inw!';Liptorl 1.%!viu,.; rntwch

i

pssihie

Synop:is

11:: hove thcd a treit-trea:J.-2ni. inter ,.tion apdroa6 to aodlyz,_!

evewm r ics udt) it istrctoth:h..L . 0

an audio-tu;:orial mathod of instruction and a lecture-r201 tation-laboatory

L:athod. Wa have found indications of an interaction betwaan mathematical

ptituda, achievercant in r.:athematics, and the instructional rethods. Tha

d2inI4f:ent variable was tha studants' achievement in the course as ,easured

by course fin:11 grad:' .

Thr! lcaure-r2citdtion-ictboratory tirfchod appars to ba 17:0 1",2

suiLz;.blo. for students wiLh the hirjh2st matheallical ability and achievent,

th:.! audio-tutorial rethod mre snilable For stud:nts with lower

ability and achi2veirnt. Bo to 111:!thod of instruction aro clu:va

ii,71i; in t2H4F. finll (jr,,J2s lor stJemLs Lh-y2 i.4fo

We thank Walter Federer and Jason rillman for halpi'ul sunestions.
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58 (19/3); L. J. Cronbach and R. E. Snow, "Individual Difrerences

in Learning Ability as a Function of Instructional Variables"

(Stanford University), pp. 1-25.

3. For a g2neral dasciption of the original form of audio-tutorial

instruction see S. U. Postlelivwait, J. U. Eovak, and A. T. Murray,

Jr., The Audio-Tutorial Approach to lyarninl (3rd ed. Burgess,

Milinaapolis, 1972).

4. P. 0. Johnson and J. Heyman, Statistical Rese,:trch Mamoir5 1 57

(1935).

II Koan%er ood C. U. Hanscn, Journ,A1 of Cn2rinnntal Hucation 10,

16' (1942).
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111.2 joint fri,Aumcios anJ pret,.!s:. scoc,,:, for each

sir ".: inclic;-11i!d at f.v.c.h 1`') Itt 1'l!,!r2r of chta

(i.o., tha joint fr,!quencies) for thr! anclio-tutori:11 treatent are

listed at thc,r upper right at oach point (x', y'), and those for th,.

siandard treatmunt. are listed at the lower luft at each pint. (x', y').

The SATM levels are indicated on the y axis, with their respective scores

indicated in parentheses. The math pretest scores are indicated on the

x axis. The scores of students highest in mathe:raticaT aptitude and

achievement as edsured by the two traits are located in the upper right

hand corner. The scores OF students lowest on both traits are located

in thr. lower left hand corrr. The linerunning.diagonally from lowr

t co upper' right is tha of thc hyperbolic. reginn of significance.

The 0)? line interscting is th.2 line or nonsignificanre.

On the upper right side or th v! cyq 1 in the valu.,-.! of the difference in

pri,dicted grades (i.e., z.u) ?t least rarginDlly in f::tvor or stud,:ilL,.;

in the standard treatment. On the lo.1:Ir left sie.P of the LI. ir,i. i.!,, dif-

ference in predicted grades is in favor of students in the audio-

tutorial treatr,ent. lhe portion of the hyperbola in the upper right

corner is the region in which students in the standard treatment can be

expected to achieve highr grades than students in the audio-tutorial

treatment, at the .10 level of significance. This region includes stu-

dents having math protest scores of 9 and SATt4 scores of 725 and above,

The portion of the hyperbola in the lower left corner is the region in

which students in the audio:tutorial treatment can 1,e expected to achieve



REST art matugu
highr grades than stnel,.. in thc! Lrcal.:;!ent, at th.:! .10 Inol

or inn

less than or equal to abouI 4, and SAM sco'cif,; lo;L!r Lhan
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Proci.,thlro 1.1ailorj in!'.tr;:ctors

o7 Siudint to Svction UP"' 1w1 ..1-Tutcr;,.1 Suri;rd

Rundom 9:05 A, B C, D, E

Random 1?:20 F G; C

Student Preference 10:10 II_ G I, F

Stuck.nt Prefer:mce 11:15 I H, A

*Instructors A, C, F, G, 11, and I taught two sections each. B, H, and I

are fdr.ulty mrdberl; th renain&T are gradua'ce students.
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Cori.e1Aion Cry2iiici(,n;-.:; or Troits VIM Cad!.7! Vithin

Trent .

n Standard Treatent
ejt. Audio-Tutorial Treetm:oa

(n 110) (n 172)

SATN .28 .37

Si TV .18 .09

Nath Pretest* -.33 -.47

*Thu negative value of tF correlation coefficient is due to the fact that

math pretest scores were coded from low to high, whereas the grades were

cod.ad from hif.jh to low.
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Standard

Deviations

Corrolation

MST COPT IMARE

Basic StrItBtics for Johnson-Num:m AnAysis*

Audio-tutorial

Ail = 115

Ri 6.9217

- 4.8783

= 6.8595

= 1.5/36

L--" 236095

- 3.3579

Slandatd

N
2
= 183

2
6.4894

Se-2 = 4.7447

= 7.0585

OTO 1.7717

cf" = 2.1911

= 3.6916

r
Xy

-.3335 r " -- -.3299

-.3093 = -.4876

xy

+.2:346
yz

= 4..3767

X = Math Prett Score; Y = SATM lvvel; 7.. Final Grade in t'

tutorial troatii:ent; U Gvado in th7! Standard trcatr,..:..!nt.
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App,todix Coax cite CaLoL,A,

0 Silence, includin;.; silence durinr, c!ui..4.; and films

1 Conr1;e and classroom administration
(actu,tity giving a:.4sigpments, collecting homework, calling class to

order, handing out papers, asking for quiet, discussing grading of

exams, etc.)

2 w References to content of. assignments, exams, other parts of course

such as lecture or lab
(to content of a prior or upcoming exam or homewo,:k assignment; to
marerial covered in lecture [recitation]; to lab work; to a.t. ma-
terials; brief reference to topics of upcoming lectures or recita-

tions [naming the topics]; giving answers to problems without explain-

ing them.)

3 = Describing a physical system or process or a demonstration; using a

dLagram or a graph to illustrate a process or kind of motion

4 = Stating a problem or rephrasing a problem

S = Defining a concept, stating a theory, presenting a model, pointing out

On analogy
(definitions may be presented in terms of words or equations)

6 = Applying mathematical techniques or operations without reference to

physical implications or meaning
(performing a mathematical operation; deriving a mathematical concept

or formula; correcting a mathematical error)

7 = Deriving or explaining an equation or formula with explicit reference

to physical meaning or implications; discussing units
((leussion of meaning of a term in an equation or meaning of an equa-

Con; deriving a formula for a general case or a specific example, with

explicit reference to the physics involved)

8 = OL.ganizing or structuring the material
(transitional stateme.11,;, e.g., saying what will be discussed and why;

reviews or previews of topics)

9 = Beginning to specialize to a particular case from a more general treat-

ont

10 = Beginning to generalize from a part!ular caste to a more inclusive

treatment

11 = Conversation only tangentially related to subject matter



Appendix C: Id.ohavior Categori.,g

0 ,,, none of the others

A writing an equation or words on

B = writing an equation or words on

(or showing such a transparency

C = drawing a diagram on blackboard

D =

blackboard

view-graph
on view-graph)

drawing a diagram on view-graph
(or showing such a transparency on view-graph)

E = erasing board, moving view-graph, or

removing transparency from view-graph

F = performing a demonstration or showing a movie

G = questioning or discussion with one student

H = questioning or discussion with more than one

student

I = presenting a question for use with instant

Response System

J = discussing student responses or correcting

answer for Instant Response System question



A:vm,V1 n: hvd"ritC1109S to ()11:;0,-7,!1-

ImItrurt.ions for USQ:

Notations are made every 30 seconds of the number corresponding to the

two categories. During the first 15 seconds of each 30 second interval,

observe the instruction and decide which category is represented. During

the next 15 seconds write down the two category numbers.

Major topics and topic shifts are to be noted as they occur. That is, the

name of a new topic is to be written down in the line of the topics column

corresponding to the time at which the topic was introduced. Unusual

events may also be listed here. Also, names of films, or descriptions of

demonstrations should be listed here.

The category labelled "Content" refers to the function of the content be-

ing presented by the teacher (or by the student, during a time interval in

which student talk is dominant.)

The category labelled "Behavior" primarily refers to non-verbal behavior

but is also used to indicate discussion or questioning behaviors.

As ar as content categories are concerned:

- - write down 5, 7, 8, 9, or 10 any time they occur, even if others

occur at the same time

- - otherwise, write down dominant content category.

As far as behavior categories are concerned:

- - write down I or J if they occur, even if something else also occurs

- - otherwise, write down the dominant behavior.
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Ohs. ended at
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Appendix F BEST WY MORT
Studir.s of Obserwiriong of Toleh7n,, "ellred to (;tudro.

11.1vid li. Macklin

The purpose of thi: brief exploration is to select and recommend

a strategy for the investigation of selections from tape recordings

of recitation sections in a college physics course--the one described

in the foregoing report. The tapes are from the same recitations rated

by the observers (p.35).

The strategy has to meet two initial criteria: (1) It should be oriented

to teaching behavior, because that is the predominant and important

activity in the recitations; (2) The dimension or dimensions of teaching

behavior atcended to should be cognitive ones or related to such, because

(a) cognitive learning is the primary aim of this course and (b) variations

in teaching-learning among the thirteen sections may be expectA.

A review of the major recent reviews of studies on observations

systems related to students' learning was used as the primary method

of search. The foremost review is Rosenshine and Furst's, in Travers

(ed.), Second handbook of Research on Teachings (1973). Rosenshine also

did a review, which was somewhat different, that was published in Westbury

and Bellack (eds.), Research into Classroom Processes (1971). Lastly,

Nuthall has a major review in a 1970 Monograph of AMA. A partial check

on coverage was made by using a computer search of the ERIC listings of

1968- -mid 1974, for college level courses combined with observational

studies of teaching. These reviews were scrutinized for studies which met

the above criteria and were observations-based and related to student

acnievement. Within the search conducted, it might be noted, almost

no observational studies of college teaching wer' found.

A few major studies will be summarized in order to discover the kinds

of factors found relevant in the relationships of observational data and

student learning. A study by Furst yielded a complex set of findings, from

high school students in a 4-lesson economics "course". (See Nuthall, 1970,

pp. 19-21.) The 15 classes involved yielded three achievement groups,

relative to one another. The data analyzed were typescripts of the complete

-Fl-
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.e-elass t'e"1. ro:u hla!-i.%Lio,1 (1 ..;

were; (1) "...the three high-achieving classes differed from the others

in having more'extendesil indirect teacher talk, more positive than negative

immediate feedback to pupil responses, and more extended participation by the

pupils." (2) A composite variable was constructed by Furst, incorporating

(a) moderate vs. high or low "amount of verbal structuring moves", "a moderate

rate of question-answer exchange", and "a high degree of variety in the kinds

of logical processes exhibited." The high achieving group of classes differed

significantly from the other two on this index. Another facet was brought out,

by Rosenshine in the same AERA Monograph, to the effect that significantly more

typescript lines were devoted to "defining"and "interpreting" :n contrast to

"fact-stating", by the teachers of the high achievement classes (Rosenshine, 1970,

p. 116).

Two additional findings, based on the Flanders system (1965) of interaction

analysis, were cited by Nuthall. They involve "lecturing" and what is labelled

the I/D Ratio, standing for "Inditect" vs. "Direct" Teacher influence. The nature

of the components of this ratio derive from summing the subclass entries

in each of the two general categories:

Indirect: accepts feelings, praises/encourages, accepts or uses

ideas of students, asks questions.

Direct: lecturing, giving di rections, criticizing or justifying

authority. (See Table 1 for the definitions.)

Furst (as reported in Nuthall, 1970, p. 20) found th.at the I/D ratio

was related to class achievement, with the ratio being higher (= more Indirect-

ness) in the high performance classes. These particular data point to

a curvilinear relationship, because the low point is thn "average: performance

classes in association with the lowest I/D ratio. But replications are needed

to test this, rather than higher powered statistical analysis of the one set

of data. --Regarding lecturing, the lowest proportion occurred in the high

performance classes (c. 30%), and the highest in the average gropp (c. 60%)

Wolfson (1973) reports a study of high school students in chemistry

and in general science. Teachers in these classes who manifested greater indi-

rectness (Higher I/D ratios) had taught the classes which did significantly

better on major standardized tests. The same kind of finding was obtained

-F2-



by I (Shier (1.00orted b- Nnt11111, 197(t, pp. 18-19) for 10 cia-w.es of

.tt,!2,1;., ;0 ,1-y lah 1!0it !,0A b1olo6y (63C:;) ce,c;.c1:1,u,

greater indicectues:t wit; sloificnnt[y related to gain.%; in studenu;'

learning and also to sindcni:,1 positive attitude toward the unit.

A study by Solomon, Bei:tick, and Rosenshine, reported by Rosenshine in

Westbury and liellack (1971, pp. 65-67), also merits sonic attention.

Solomon and his co-workers coded tape recordings, being the observations,

to find differences which were related to two kinds of differences in

student achievement: gain in factual knowledge and gain in comprehension

of subject-matter. Twenty-four classes of a college level night school,

one - semester course in American government were the study's population.

Two sessions of each cla3s were recorded. From these recordings, values

for 61 measures or dimensions were taken. These were combined with

100 measures derived from ratings by observers and pupils. (It's reasonable

to assume that rating is a summary depiction, in contrast to a specific

tire-and-place observation.) The 161 measures were factor analyzed into

6 factors, then related to the two types of gain: factual and comprehension.

Four of the six factors yielded significant correlations with gain, but:

no factor was significantly related to both types of gain.

The results may be presented as follows, which shows both the factor

label the authors used and the measure derived from the observations

which was most closely related to that factorin order to give a more con-

crete meaning to label.

Factor related to gain in factual knowledge:

"Clarity vs. Obscurity" (proportion of student requests for inter-

pretation to tota student speech [factor _adIng: -.56]) corel.ation

(r) with factual gain --- .58 (p( .05; linear relationship); r==.04

with comprehension gain (not signifi.Lant).

Factors related to gain in coatprehension:

"Permissiveness vs. Control" (proportion of teacher speech to

total classroom speech [factor loading: -.921) -- correlation

was significant (though not report:cd nemerically in Nathan's review), but

the relationship was curvilinear, 1.e., middle levels of "Permissivenass
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vs. Control" acct ns,;ociated with higher c,lprohunsion gains. The

relationship to factual gain was insignificant.

"Energy vs. Lethargy" (ratio of teacher requests interpretation

to student requests [factor loading: +.76[); r with

complehens;ion gain (p,'.05; linear); r with factual. gain (not

significant).

"Flamboyance vs. Dryness" (ratio of teacher personal references to

student personal references [factor loading: =.51[); r =.42 with

comprehension gain (p.:.05; linear); r =.08 with factual gain

(not significant).

in sum, the Iwo things that stand out in the study by Solomon .et :11. arc

that certain qualities are related to achievement, ant: that achievement

needs to be considered in a differentiated, rather than in a global manner.

There is a small set of related studies which report invo3tigaticari

of "explaining ability". This topic or characteristic is more microscopic

than the dependent variables in the research.s of Furst and of Solomon

et al. Rusenshine's study will be presented here, in particular.

The data for this set of studies come from a single'source, and are a

peculiarly small sample or, teakhing behavioralthough there is the virtue

of standardization of "what" was taught. Forty-three teachers in

high school social studies taught two 15-minute lessons on contemporary

events in Yugoslavia and Thailand. Inter-class ability differences were

adjusted via students' performance on a test following presentation of

15 minutes of recorded teaching on a third country. Relevont tests were

administered following th:-! Yugoslavia and Thailand lessons.

Rosenshine (reported in Nuthall, 1970, pp.25-26) investigated a

large number of measures of teacher behavior, in relation to two sub-

groups of teachers- -thee most and least effective, as measured by their

classes' ptirformanees. The three variables that were significantly relaLed

to effectivenes3 (class performance, adjusted for level on the 'test" less(0)

follow:

Gesture and Movement: the more able teachers showed a greater

tendency to move around the room and gesture with hands, head, and trunk;

Rule and Example Patterns: the more able teachers showed a

-F4-
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greater tendency to st lie rules beLn htiore and alter discu;.lu:,,

white ahle Isuccesqltal" tent-hers !ended Co-rta the rule only oleo;

either before or alte, the example.

Expinining 1,110,:,: the more able teachers tended Lo make renter

use of linking worth such as "because, therelote, in order to, conovently,

by m2ans of, since, etc." (Nuthall, 1970, p.26).

From the various studies reported, it. seem,. warranted to draw a few

conclusion., or gonorali,:ations. Since Rosenshine and Furst (1973) list

9 colponents that they found correlated with student achievement in the

studies they reviewed, the conclusions from this overview will he compared

witch that list.

The Furst study indicated, for imitance, the importance of (a) "extended"

indirect teacher talk, (h) more positive than negative feedback to student

tall, (e) mort. talk by students, (d) moderate "verbal structuring coves"

and (e) roderate raLet, of questions and answers. Many of these aspects

are similar to the components of the "indirect" composite category of

Render!' system of observ-Ation, which was found in this Furst study to

he positively related to achievement. Wolfson's and La Shier's studies;

supported tie'. significanc?, of these kinds of bohaviors alt;o, inde::ed by

the 1/9 ratio. They, and like behaviors and clasroom id,raction pitteT"m;,

'efo also Found important in Solomon et al.'s study: Moderate

"permissiveness vs. control," "energy vs. lethargy," and flamboyance

vs. dryness." Lastly, Rosenshine's identification of physical 'gesture

and movement" may (or may not) betoken correlated psychological and

interpersonal flexibility, in contrir't to rigidity.

The descriptive nafhes Rosenshine and Furst used for variablc4 related

to the above are "VariabiliLy," "Enthusia,,m," (typicnlly, ca

negative relationship to student: found) , "Teacher. Indirectne:,s,"

and "Vse of structuring comments" (1973, pp.156-7).

The second theme that can be found in the conditions of student achieve-

ment, from thtl above studios, is much norc spccsfically "cognitive," inior-

national, or rational/mental in nature.

-F5--
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Furst i'lLes, as promotive of student Larpin,;, teacher 3 exhibiting a

variety or 10H,-a1 procwlso-;, le.4s "lecturing." Rosonsh ine's commentq

on Furst' s study added that there were more ricidents of defining and

interpreting in the high-achieving classes, compared to fact-stating.

Solomon et al_'s study indicated "claritv" was important for gaining;

factual knowledge, but it was not related to complehemilon. Then, Rosenshine's

study of micro-units of teaching behavior indicated that both explaining

links ("therefore," "since," etc.) and rule-example-rule patterns

were important.

Rosenshine and Furst, in their review of the L.orrelational studies

(1973, pp.156-7) give "clarity" and "multiple levels of questions or

cognitive discouse" as the categories that are related to the fore-going.

--Thus, "task-oriented and/or businesslike" is tbe only one of their

nine variables that is not f .ralleled in the above set. Hence, the

general parallels hetwinth, ,-eview and the summary list from Rosenshine

and Furst support the implicit argument of thi. review -- that these

typos of variables are the odes of appaLent importance and therefore

should take precedence.

The foregoing studies suggest companion c!rcumstancer,as being

important. First, interpersonally responsive interantions between teacher

and students ( and students and students), such as "moderate" control/ permis-

siveness, moderates rates of questioning and answering, and of lecturing,

"more extended" student participation (rather than "rapid7fire" exchanges),

etc. have been shown to be significant. These seem to be highly

compitible with the" indirect aspects of the Flanders system of classifying

teacher influence. (See Tnbl. 1 of this ap:_mdix.)

The indirect iniJuences would reasonably appear to incorporate at

least two dimensions of learning environments: (1) an atrosphere of

warmth, more egali'arianism (though not pupil control), interpersonal

respect; these are the value aims of Flanders, in fact. (2) mor,.?

opportunity for student participation, for instance, in terms of some

initiative in asking questions, and practice (overtly and covertly) in

using ideas, thinking logically. Consequently, the Flan,lers classification

system is recommended for inelu,:ion in stud!',,s of physics course:; or any

college course.
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The t,oco-J, roviows 11. the

importance of cornitiye components of teaching and learning. Variety

of logical processes, more instances of teachers' defining and interpreting

vs. fact-stating, the utility of "explaining links" and rule-example-rule

patterns are indicators of this broad class of phenomena. The system that

has been specifically designed to differentiate this domain is the

Bloom taxonomy of cognitive behavior(1956). Its basic premise is that

there are levels of cognitive activities that differ in complexity and

that can be arranged in a hierarchical order with respect to complexity

and inclusiveness. The simpler levels are factual, then "translation,"

moving into interpretation, applications of knowledge, analysis, to the

most complex, namely synthesis, and evaluation. Broom and his co-workers

at Florida (Brown et al, 1971 and Webb, 1970) have.refined and further

systematized Bloom's work, for readier application to teaching events.

Thus, this Florida system is recommended here. (See Table 2 of this appendix).

Additionally, a serious attempt should be made to examine and

classify the cognitive levels and their relative weightings which' are

minimally necessary to meet the achievement performance criteria of the

course, most centrally the examinations. Not only has research shown that

different conditions of tenehingflearning arc related to different type!;

of criterion prformance (cf. Solomon et al.) , but it cannot be taken for

granted that differentiated classroom cognitive tasks, in the Bloom sense,

are appropriately reflected in the things the students "really" have to

learn, namely what is required of them in order to earn their grades.'

Rosenshine and furst point out (1973, p. 158) that, where tested,

such findings as have been presented here, based on correlational studies,

have not been replicated in experimental studies, i.e., those using explicit

manipulation of teaching behaviors as independent variables. One view of

this non - replication would be that the variables manipulated are not the

critical ones . A different view would be that something(s) critical is

changed, but unmeasured -- in both types of studies -- such that an

experimentally designed course is not comparable to the 'natural' ones which
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

have beta observed. Although a coutuat avilysis of till', physics course

would constiLute a correlational study, studies of Illy college courses ark!

too scarce. Thilrefore it SOOM3 worth the effort to undertake a study oi

physie.:.; course with respect to the cognitive and interactive varLhles

reco,L7aorided. A much more ambitious, presumably expei ntal, prograa

of studies would be /eqirod to investigate the sources of the discropaucies

in findings of the two types of studies.



Table 1 BEST WY AVAILABLE

tiL oz"

Interaction Analysis in Its ttogular Tcm-Category Form*

Teacher Talk

Indirect Influence

1. Accepts Feeling: accepts and clarifies the feeling tone of the
students in a non-threatening manner. Feelings may be positive
or negative. Predicting or recalling feelings are included.

2. Praises or Encourages: praises or encourages E.tudent action or
behavior. Jokes that release tension, not at the e:ITense of
another individual, nodding head or saying "um him" or "go onto
are included.

1. Accepts or Uses Ideas of Student: clarifying, building, or
developing ideas or suggestions by a student. As teacher brings
more of his ideas into play, shift to category five.

4. Asks Question: asking a question about content or procedure
with the intent that a student answer.

Direct Influence

5. Lecturing: giving facts or opinions about content or procedure;
expressing his own ideas,- asking rhetorical questions.

6. Giving Direction: directions, commands, or orders to which a
student is expected to comply.

7. Criticizing or Justifying Authority: statements intended to
charic;e student bc,havtor from non-accept[able] to acceptable
pattern; bawling someone out; stating why the teacher is doing;

extreme self-reference.

Student Talk

8. Student Talk -- Response: talk by students in response to teacher.
Teacher initiates the contact or solicits student statement.

9. Student Talk--Initiation: talk by students which they initiate.
If "calling on" student is only to indicate who may talk next,
observer must decide whether student wanted to talk. If he did,

use this category.

LE14ther of above],

10. Silence or Confusion: pauses, short periods of silence and per-
iods of confusion in which communication cannot be understood
by the observer.

* From Flanders, N.A., Teacher Influence1292±LAttitudea and Achieve-
ment. Coop. Res. Monogr. No. 12, OE 25040. Washington: U.S. Dept. of

H.L.W., 1965. [In turn, taken from p. 35 of Ober, R.L., The recipro-
cal category system, 3. Res. & revel. in Educ., 1970, 4(1), 34-50.]
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TAle

1.10 Knowledge of Specifics

1. reads
2. spells
3. identifies something by name
4. defir,es tuning of term
5. gives s specific fact
6. tells about an event

1.20 Knowled;;e of Ways and Means of Dealing with Specifics

7. recognizes symhol
8. cites rule
9. gives chronological sequence
10. gives steps of process, describes method

11. cites trend
12. names classification system or standard

13. names what fits given system or standard

1.30 Knowledge of Universals and Abstractions

14. states generalized concept or idea

15. states a principle, law, theory

16. tells about organisation or structure

17. recalls name of principle, law, theory

2.00 Translation

18. restates in on words
19. gives concrete example of an abstract idea

20. vorlolizes from, a graphic presentation

21. translation of verbalization into graphic form

22. translates figurative statements to literal statements

or vice versa
23. translates foreign language to English or vice versa

3.00 Interpretation

24. gives reasons (tells why)

25. shows similarities, differences

26. summarizes or concludes from observation of evidence

2/. shows cause and effect relationship

28. gives analogy, simile, metaphor

29. performs a directed task or process

4.00 Application

30. applies previous learning to a new situation

31. applies principle to new s=ituation

(continued)

* From Brown, Bob Burton et al., The Florida. Taxonomy cf CcIgnitive

Behavior, 1971.
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Table 2 (coned)

1;1. ;:pplit2s kno-41 a pL.trq:,..,.1 ;ILt!..1:Lon

33. Idontirios, solvcts, and crtrrit "; ot.t process

5.00 Analysis

34. distinguishes fact front opinion
35. distinguishes fact from hypothesis
36. distinguishe:4 conclusions from statements which support it

37. points out unst;:tod ns:noption
38. shows interaction or relationship of elements
39. points out pnrticulars to justify concluston
40. checks hypothe,gs with given information
41. distinguishes relevant from irrelevant statements
42. detects error in thinking
43. infers purpose, point of view, thoughts and feelings
44. recognizes bias or propaganda

6.00 Synthesis

45. reorganizes ideas, materials, processes
46. produces a unique communication or divergent ALs
47. produces a plan, proposed sat of operations
48. designs an apparatus
49. designs a structure
50. devises a scheme for classifying information
51. formulates hypothesis, intelligent guess
52. makes deductions from abstract symbols, propositions
53. draws inductive generalization from specifics

7.00 Evaluation

54. evaluates som,ething from cvidenco
55. evaluates somethl.ng from criteria

7F11-
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